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This study was undertaken to compile infor
mation about Fred Hayden Carruth during the period
of his life-time, 1862-1932, his activity as author
and journalist forming the guidelines.

Carruth's

success as a western humorist and local journalist
on two Dakota Territory weeklies, the Estelline Bell
and the Dakota Bell, was probably the factor which
helped him obtain a posit ion as a-humorous editorial
�Titer with the New York Tribune, foremost paper in
the country in 1888.

He went on his own in 1892 and

after free-lancing his way onto the pages of more
than nineteen popular periodicals, Carruth began a
thirty-four year career with the Woman's Home
Companion (1905-1932).

In 1915 he established the

"Postscript" page, the Companion feature which
formed the focal point of his later fame.
authored four books for boys:

Carruth

The Adventures of

Jones (1895), The Voyage of the Rattletrap (1897),
Mr. Milo Busch and Other Worthies (1899), and
Track's End (1911).

rt south

Dakota:

State Without

End, " an essay which appears in E. H. Gruening's
These United States, is his best known short
article.

The absurd exaggeration of the tall tale

combined with droll western wit to recapture the
lighter aspects of frontier life earmark Carruth's
writing.

PREFACE
On the day in 1883 when the first issue of the Estell ine Bell
came off the press, an effervescent western humor was rooted that grew
from a wit clipped and reprinted by editors across the nation, to a
seventeen-year stand on the "Postscript" .. page of the Woman• s Home

Companion, one of the nation's leading magazines for more than a
quarter of a century.

The humorist was Fred Hayden Carruth, first newspaperman in
Estelline, Hamlin County, Dakota Territory.

Carruth established the

weekly Bell in 1883, at the age of twenty, after a stint as a rural
school teacher, a try at university life, and a short apprenticeship
on the Saturday Spectator (Minneapolis), which served as his intro
duction to newspapering and journalism.

For three years his brightly

written Estelline paper drew attention across the country, but despite
its national acclaim, the paper had few paid subscribers and Carruth
sol d out.
With Sa�uel Travers Clover, Carruth established the Dakota
�' a humorous weekly paper in Sioux Falls, Dakota Territory.

But

again, financial support was lacking, and in less than six months
Carruth abandoned the paper and moved east to accept a job as editorial
writer on the New York Tribune; for four years he wrote a daily
humorous column not unlike that written now by Art Buchwald.

Then

Carruth tried his hand at free-lancing and wrote his way onto the
iii

pages of Harper's Magazine, Harper's Weekly, Century,
Cosmopolitan, Saturday Evening Post, Youth's Companion, and many other
periodicals.

And in between, he was a part-time edit or of "The

Editor's Drawer" of Harper's Magazine.
Carruth began to draw upon the store of experiences t hat his
newspaper days in Dakota had afforded him and in 1895 published the
first of t wo collections of short stories.

Based in part upon

frontier characters such as peddlers, shyster lawyers, miners, and
gullible immigrants, the stories followed the pattern of the tall
tale.
The Voyage of the Rattletrap, a semi-humorous tale for boys
which chronicles a trip through Nebraska and Dakota by prairie
schooner, was

third long lit0rfu--·�y effort.

But the

famous of his books was Track's End, which appeared in 1911.

_,,,. c-+
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This

swiftly moving adventure novel relates in one breathless episode aft er
another the plight of an eighteen-year old boy left alone to guard a
Dakota town when the other inhabitants retreat back east during
winter suspension of railroad service.

Supposedly the t own used for

the setting is Estelline, South Dakota.
Most acclaimed of Carruth's other writing is the article,
"South Dakota:

State Without End, " contributed to Ernest Gruening's

These United States.
Carruth became fiction editor of the Woman's Home Companion in
1905 at a time when the quality of its short stories and serials was
of utmost importance to the success of a magazine.
iv

He devoted his

remaining fifteen years solely to writing "Postscript," the final
page of the Companion.

More readers' letters referred to this page

than to any other, and Carruth's fame in later yea:rs was derived
almost wholly from that popular feature.
Sensi�ive and strongly domestic, Ca:rruth reflected in his
writing the sorrows and joys and idealism of the average reader, for
he experienced years of financial string�ncy and had bouyantly
carried on after the u..-ritimely deaths of two children.

" He had begun

life as a country editor, " said a colleague on the Woman's Home
Companion, " and he brought over into this national magazine the best
qualities of local journalism--alert observation, shrewdness, humor,
crisp prose style without affectation, candor without malice, and a
sy mpathetic inter-est in everything and everybody.n 1
1 Woman's Home Companion (March 1932), Clipping, Courtesy
Hayden Carruth, Crow's Mark, Johnson, Vermont.
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CHAPI'ER I

INTRODUCTION
South Dakota's literature was born in the offices of
country newspapers. Every cluster of frame shacks, soddies,
or log cabins was a budding metropolis and had to have a news
paper to proclaim its glory. It was _an age of famous editors,
when even the big-city daily was largely a one-man affair, and
the early Dakota editor•• • went in for personal journalism. The
columns of his paper, where news was often sparse, were filled
with the fruits of his own urge for self-expression--sentirnental
-or humorous verse, 'philosophy', political cheers, growls, or
shrieks, and always--when other inspiration failed, comment,
mostly ironical, on the tempermental Dakota weather, th� best
of which was gleefully reprinted by his contemporaries. •
Fred Hayden Carruth.was this kind of a newspaperman.

And it is

the development of this local journalist· from his first paper, the

Estelline Bell, to his ultimate success on the Woman's Home Companion,
which this study attempts to recount.
Nothing of any length or depth has been written about Fred
Hayden Carruth or the Estelline Bell, except for an essay compiled
solely for his three sons and their cousins by Gorton Veeder Carruth,
Fred Hayden's second son;

essentially this is a private, family paper.

The primary objective of this study, therefore, is to locate and
compile information about Fred Hayden Carruth and his accomplishments
as a journalist and author.
2 Badger Clark, "South Dakota's Literature," South Dakota-
Fifty Years of Progress, 1889-1939 (Sioux Falls: South Dakota Golden
Anniversary Book Company, 1939), p. 13.

2

What kind of man was Fred Hayden Carruth?
were the Estelline Bell and the Dakota Bell?

What kind of papers

How did Carruth's roots

in Minnesota and. Dakota influence his ulti.mate career as journalist
and author?
answer.

These are the questions which this study attempts to

3

CHAPTER II
MEI'HODOI.DGY
This study was made by researching books and literature, and
by examining newspapers on microfilm.
..

Additional information was obtained from correspondence with
Carruth•s grandson, Hayden.

Detailed information on Carruth's family

background was obtained from a genealogy compiled and published
privately by Harold B. Carruth, Ascutney, Vermont, and from a private
essay written for his sons and their cousins by Gorton Veeder Carruth.
Personal copieB of the e;enealogy and the
number of letters and clippings, were lent to me by Hayden.
The study covers the period of Fred Hayden Carruth's life,
1862-1932.
Throughout the study Fred Hayden Carruth will be referred to as
Hayden Carruth, the name under which he published and by which he was
commonly called.

4

CHAPrER III
HISTORICAL DATA
The

of News a er Publis ·
and Hamlin County, 1

Publishing got i�s start in Dakot� on July 2, 1859, with Samuel
J. Albright, who laboriously transported an old Washington hand-press
across Minnesota from Saint Paul to set it up in the brand-new pioneer

settlement of Sioux Falls City on the Big Sioux River. 3 But Dakota•�
first press reached the end of its "trail of historic usefulness" at
Sioux Falls--a band of Sioux Indians descended on the tiny town in

1862 and destroyed t he communit y and everyt hing in it including the

.printing press, which they threw into the Sioux.River. 4

Albright's first paper was The Democrat; later in 1860 the name
was changed to the Northwest Independent.

The second newspaper printed

in Dakota and the first to survive the hazards of pioneer business
conditions was The Dakotian, still existing as the Yankton Press and

Dakotan; the first issue came off the press June 6, 1861.

Vermillion

was the third community to have a newspaper in Dakota when the Dakota
3 IDren E. Donelson, "The Newspaper and the Graphic Arts, "
South Dakota--Fifty Years of Progress, pp. 40-41.

4 Ruth Bergman, "Printing in South Dakota During the Territo
rial Per iod, With a Check List of Newspapers and Periodicals From the
Begim1ing Through 1889, " Unpublished M. A. Thesis, University of
Illinois, 1936, p. 7.

5
Republican was established by T. Elwood Clark and James Bedell in July
1-861.

5

By the time Fred Hayden Carruth's Estelline Bell was estab

lished, 207 periodicals were being printed in the territory.

It came

into existence in Hamlin County in 1883, the same yeax eighty-seven
6
other papers were initiated in Dakota.
Dakota was formally organized into a territory March 2, 1861,
boasting a total population of 1,669 inhabitants,

7

but Hamlin County

did not come into being until September 10, 1878, its first settlers
arriving in May of that y ear.

8

The Spaulding Ranch near the present

townsite of Estelline, was selec�ed as home of the first county seat.
Then in 1882 the Chicago and Northwestern Railroad built its branch
line up the Sioux Valley from Brookings to Watertown, and in September
the railway agents laid out the town· named for Estelline Be:nr.ett,
daughter of the first federal judge in the Black Hills. 9

According to the Hamlin County Atlas and History, Estelline
maintained its supremacy as the most important town in Hamlin County
until 1884 when Castlewood, also started in the fall of 1882, ,wrested
5

Donelson.

6 Bergman, p. 147.

7 Kenneth E. Schaack, "George W. Hopp: Brookings County Press
1879- 189()," Unpublished M. S. Thesis, South Dakota State University,
1969, p. 8.

8 Alfred T. Andre&.s, Historical Atlas of Dakota (Chicago:
Andreas Publishing Company, '188\), pp. 171-172.

A. T.

9 May V. Hoffelt, i 1 Estelline--A Small Town, " in Donald Dean
Parker, Histor - of Our County a.nd State, Hamlin Count (Brookings:
Published By the Author, 19 3 , pp. 179-1 9.

6
the coun.ty seat fro'm it in an epic contest that was the first of four
10
to be fought before the permanent location was finally settled.

Another source claims, however, that the battle was begun in 1882 when:
••• a group of Castlewood citizens decided to make their
own town located several miles further up the Sioux River,
the county seat by fair or foul means. They appropriated
the records from the Spaulding Ranch in the dark of night
and without the per�ission of their keepers and transferred
them to Castlewood. 1
The rapid transit of county seats later would afford Hayden
Carruth a viable topic for numerous short stories and sketches
reminiscent of the early days in Dakota.

Here is how he recounted the

Hamlin County seat incident some thirty years later:

The old days were, too, the heroic age of the tumble weed.
I am tempted to boast of their speed. They suggest another
fast-moving object, the county court-house of the early days.
In a county each :town aspired to be the county seat, B.nd most
of them were, sooner or later. I lived in a town, new-planted
by the railroad authorities; two miles away on the open
prairie stood the county capital, two buildings, a farmhouse
and a small structure containing a safe for the records. A
bright legal mind in our town showed us how we could incor
porate the town, with a shoe-string gerrymander to include
the county building, and thus become the county seat. We
warmed to the thought, and took up a collection to pay the
fees at Bismarck, the capital of the Territory . Alas!
•That very night the Romans landed on our coast, • coming in
the guise of pr actical men and mule teams from the rival
town, and took away the county building on wheels. We never
saw it again. The bright legal mind refused to return the
collection. 12
10 Frank E. Peterson, "Historical Atlas of South Dakota, " in
Parker, p.
193.
11_ South Dakota Crop and Livestock Reporting Service,
.
" Brief Hist
ory of Hamlin County, " in Parker, p. 46.

: 2 Fred Hayden Carruth, "South Dakota:
The Nation, 116:30
03 (January 1923), P • 89.

State Without End, "

i

7
The first pa.per in Hamlin County was the Hamlin County Times,
established at Spaulding in 1880 by C. F. Lake, with t he paper being

moved to Castlewood in the fall of 1884 and to Watertown in 1887. 13

Another source acknowledges the Times as the first paper, appearing in
188o, but credits George W. Hopp, publisher of the Brookings County
Press as being the originator; then the Time's offices were moved to
Castlewood in 1882 and C. P. Parson and C. T. Lake became the owners.

14

Printer J. J. George is said to have moved from Brookings to Estelline
in September 1880, . in order to publish the Times, "which had been
1
founded that spring for Hopp.11 5

Th� claim that "the first publication in the county (Hamlin) was
begun in 1883 by Hayden Carruth, who later gained national literary
,tC,

fame as the 'Office-Dog' writer for the Ladies Home c.Tourna.l," ,v is
erroneous.

The Estelline Bell was not the first publication in Hamlin

County, and Hayden worked not for the Ladies Home Journal, but for the
Woman's Home Companion, precursor of the Journal.
The question appears to be settled by items published in the
Estelline Bell, August 4 and August 18, 1883.
13

The first issue of the

"Hamlin County Atlas and History, " in Parker, p. 61.

14 Bergman, pp. 102-103.
15

Schaack, p. 27.

16
South Dakota State Planning Board and the Hamlin County
Planning Board, "Econ�mic and Social Survey of Hamlin County, " in
Parker, p. 96.

8
paper mentions the fact that C. F. Lake of the Times was in Estelline
the Thursday before the first issue was printed and called at the
Bell office.

17 The other item appeared in the third issue of the

paper under a column titled " Taffy" which carried letters from area
papers acknowledging receipt of the first edition of the Estelline
Bell and wishing it compliments and success.
was from the Hamlin County Times:

One of the many entries

"We have received number one of

the Estelline Bell • • • hope that the Bell will ring the good news
of our county's prosperity. 11 18

It seems obvious that the Hamlin

County Times had been established previously.
The Bell did actually face a contest, though, in the effort to
be Estelline's first newspaper.

The .following episode is related:

Carruth and Parrott had to race a rival who sougn-c to get a
paper started before they did and so take over a field that
could not possibly support two papers. On July 1 2 when Hayden
was • • • in Estelline to get acquainted with everybody and
make advertising contracts, the rival turned up. Hayden wrote
in his· diary on that date: 'The other man who was coming, came
this evening, tried to scare me but couldn't, and concluded to
go himself. ' But the other man had the first number of his
paper ready to circulate, to judge by its date, July 13. I t
was called the Estelline Courier, and its editor was S. P.
Wood, its publishers J. Bond & Company. But it contained no
local news at all and was simply intended to hold the field. 19

17 Estelline Bell, August 4, 1883, P • 3.

18 Estelline Bell, August 18 , 18 83, p. 3.

19 Gorton Veeder Carruth, "Something About the Carruth and
Gorton Families, For My Sons and Nieces, " Unpublished Essay, 1960,
Courtesy Hayden Carruth, pp; 37-38.

9
Hayden later wrote a story, "Starting the Burntwood

Breeze,"

published first in The National Magazine and later in Bovs' Life,
which 1 was based on his experience in getting the Estelline Bell
started, and was essentially true.

20

The first issue of the Estelline Bell was published Saturday,
August 4, 1883, by Fred Hayden Carruth and Whipple O. Parrott.

21

The

Washington hand-press did not arrive until Thursday, August 2, and
Hayden worked all night to get the paper out, as he often had to do
the night before publication.

22

The following is Hayden's recollection

of the event:
I don't suppose there is anything I remember more distinctly
than the first copy of the Bell. I have it yet--the first copy
of the first edition, I mean. We got it off the press at five
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minutes later John Dunn came in t he Bank of Estelline bajlding,
where the office was, after his paper--and got it. We had
worked all night and there were eight hundred copie·s to print,
which was a good many when you consider the style of press, but
we printed them all before we went to bed. I suppose we might
have got along a little faster but Reub Allen's pipe was in
bad shape and he kept pounding away at the confession of faith
and shorter catechisms all night and it surprised Parrott and
me so much that we stopped to listen a good deal. 23
20

Gorton Veeder Carruth, p. 37

21

Estelline Bell, August 4, 1883, p. 3.

22

Gorton Veeder Carruth, P • 38.

23 Fred I-iayden Carruth, "Carruth Reminscences (sic), "
Estelline Bell, August 22, 1889, Clipping, Courtesy Hayden Carruth.
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"We are not omnipresent, " announced the first issue of the
Estelline Bell.

"Therefore bring in the news

happens worthy of note ••• come in and tell us.
thirst for news.

• if anything
We hunger and

That is what the Bell is, a newspaper."

The

initial editorial policy was stated under the heading "Prologue:"
'We come to fill a long felt want, ' writes the amateur
journalist and after living on paste _and promises for three
weeks, leaves the region of the want and drops out of public
gaze so completely that the Capital Commission couldn't
locate his whereabouts. The Bell, however, has merely come
to stay and do good, accomplishing it by working for the
interest of the country, firmly believing that this is the
best country in the world. Subscription price two dollars
per year in advance and bear ia mind, that he who payeth the
printer will reap his reward.2
More editorial remarks interlaced with subtle Carruth humor
appeared on the following page:
We hope no one will take this as a specimen copy of the
Bell, as we trust we shall be able to do better in time.
This was gotten up under a variety of discouraging circum
stances, such as having the l's get spilled over into the
S box, breaking off the point of our only pencil, losing the
shea.rs, having the dog eat up the roller composition, missing
seeing a dog fight that would have furnished a good item, and
not hearing the breakfast bell. The fact that our press was
delayed till the last moment, and considerable type and other
ma.terial failed to come at all, may also have hindered som
Nevertheless we came out and will continue to do so • • • 2 •

5.

The masthead verified that the Estelline Bell would be issued
every Saturday morning from the "Belfry" in the Hayes and Brown Block,

24

Estelline Bell.

25

EstelJ.ine :3ell, p. 4.

11

Second Street between Arthur and Davis.

Subscription price was two

dollars per year in advance, single copies mailed to any address for
five cents.

The editors also advertised as job printers.

26

The first issue of the Bell was exemplary of those to follow.
The four pages--two home pages, most of the other two plated--were
each seven columns wide.

The front page devoted three full columns

on the left side to advertising everything from Deering twine binders
and staple and fancy groceries to the "celebrated Chicago Singer
Sewing Ma.chine," wagons made to order, and steamship tickets.

Page

three contained three columns of advertising, page four had three and
a half, the most notable calling attention to "Lydia Pinkham' s
27

Vegetable Compound, a sure cure for all female weaknesses."

The lead story of the first edition was launched with a one
column, multi-decked headline:

"Estelline Introduced, the liveliest

town, in the best county, of the richest valley in Dakota, the Crops
in the Big Sioux Valley have never failed, Advantages of Hamlin
County."

Then nearly three full columns lauded the growth prospects

of Estelline and its surrounding trade area, including a detailed
enumer ation of the local business establishments.28

26

Estelline Bell, p. 3.

27

Estelline Bell, pp. 1, 3, 4.

28

Estelline Bell, p. 1.
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An example of Carruth drollery is this excerpt:
It is with an intense feeling of pride swelling up in our
bosom akin to that felt by a man when he has succeeded in
killing his neighbor's dog, that we point to the fact that
in our feeble attempt to write up the country on the first
page we have not said that it is the 'sportsman's paradise. '
The statement positively does not occur in the article. This
new departure may shock our readers, but we have done it and
will stand by it, even if we loose (sic) a three months
subscriber who never intended to pay. 2 9
The first copy of the Bell carried ·the news that P. G. Bronson,
C. F. Lake (Hamlin County Times editor), and F. H. Carruth were the
newly appointed executive committee of the Hamlin County Citizens'
Association.

Their instructions:

to have printed immediately thirty

thousand envelopes--ten thousand for Estelline, ten thousand for

0
Castlewood, and ten thousand for Hamlin County in general. 3
whimsical note appeared under "Territorial News:"

And this

"The Big Stone

Herald retracts all the unkind things it said about Judge Kidder during
the recent county seat war." 31
The third issue of the Estelline Bell, carried a dozen letters
of approval from neighboring editors.

From the Nordlund Gazette:

"The Estelline Bell, without a crack or a flaw, came to us this week. ·
It is a seven-column folio, by Carruth and Parrott, bright and newsy. "

29

Estelline Bell.

30

Estelline Bell, p. 4.

31

Estelline Bell, p. 2.
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The Brookings Sentinel wrote, " The Bell • • • sounded its first note
to the people of Hamlin County and vicinity last Saturday.

It has the

ring of pure metal and we wish it success." "The initial number of
the Estelline Bell is before us, " wrote the Interstate, "It is a fine
specimen of editorial and practical ability, and shows that it is
2

composed of good metal • • • " 3

Carruth's and Parrott•s former employer, the Saturda,,y
Spectator, extended congratulations as did the Watertown Daily
Courier, the Daily Press and Dakotian, the Deuel County Advocate, the
Dakota News, the Wentworth City Bond, and the Hamlin County Times (as
previously mentioned).

The Dakota Eagle observed that the Bell,

"bears

unmistakable evidence that the boys are old hands at the r o�es • • • we
gladly exchange. 11 33
The Bell also reprinted a letter from an official of the
Interior Department in Washington, D.C., who wrote:
I am very much pleased with its (the Bell's) typographical
appearance and the vim and energy you seem to display in
getting up on local m�tters • • • one thing I noticed espe
cially and can most heartily commend in y our paper, i. e. : the
absence of 'blowhard statements, ' such as lightweight editors
delight in, to make up for lack of argument and even common
sense. Misrepresentation will not build up Dakota. 3 4 ·
32

Estelline Bell, August 18, 1993 , P •

33

Estelline Bell.

34

Estelline Bell.

265607

3.
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Jlhipple O. Parrott, Hayden' s partner on the Estelline Bell, was
a pr inter and youth of his own age who he had met while working on the
Saturday Spectator.

Parrott contributed about one hundred dollars in

capital to establishment of the Bell and was to receive wages of
fifteen dollars a week.

In July 1883, Hayden had borrowed one hundred

and sixty dollars from his grandfather, Dr. Uriah Veeder, Lake City,
Minnesota, and twenty-five dollars from Edgar Burridge, a farmer from
Goodwin, Dakota Territory, who was married to Hayden's future sister
in-law. 3 5

It was Burridge, in fact, who had encouraged Hayden to

choose Estelline as the place to start a paper.

He had written to

Hayden in June 188 3, that Estelline had no paper and had a large
territory from which to draw. As a result Hayden was in Estelline .for
.
the first time on June 29, and he wr ote from Goodwin on July 1, that he
· had decided to locate in Estelline even though 'it was "an awful little
place. ,, 36

T he partnership between Carruth and Parrott apparently was not
equal, however, since Hayden �as in charge.

Whipple rented the print

ing plant and supplies for twenty dollars a month from Beach and

Company of Wentworth, Dakota Territory.

The contract dated July 23,

1883, noted that two months rent was paid in advance and that Carruth
35

Gorton Veeder Carruth, p. 36 .

36 Gorton Veeder Carruth.
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and Parrott were bo th minors.

(Hayden did not become twenty-one years

of age until the following October. ) By the e nd of October Hayden had
purchased the equipme nt valued at $ 648 . 43 , giving a mortgage dated
October 30 , for $484 .32 to complete payment.

By February 21 , 1884, he

.
had, with furthe r he lp from his Grandfather Veeder, paid off the

mortgage and owned his equipment clear. 37

W'nipple Parrott had in the meantime become so homesick that he
started drinking.

The Carruth-Parrott partnership was dissolved

October 13, and Parrott went back to Minneapolis.

Hayden undertook

to reimburse Parrott for his investment and labor ( minus his board)
and completed the payment--about two hundred and fifty dollars--in
September 1 881+.

38

Hayden, alone in Estelline , boarded at the Union Hotel.

He

quickly entered into the affairs o f the little prairie town as " the
booster the local news paper e ditor was expected to be. "

He was

corresponding secretary of the executive committee of the Hamlin Count y
Citizens' Association, helped organize a Fair Association, became

se cretary of Estelline Hook and Ladder C ompany No. 1, and covered the
back of the e nvelopes he printed for the newspape r's statione ry with

advertising for the county . 39 Hayden was elected coroner of Hamlin
37 Gorton Veeder Carruth, p. 37 38 Gorton Vee de r Carruth, p. 38 .
39 Gorton Veede r Carruth, P • 39.
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County in 1 884, b ut it seems t o have been done without his knowledge
or c onsent and probably as a joke.

He resigned and the office went

to the c andidate wit h the next most votes.

4o

Hayden's role as a "booster" about the town of Estelline is
reflec ted further in his c apric ious recollec tions :
• • • I started to write something about Jim Ebert as a
public benefac tor • • • When I first struc k town Jim had his
barbershop in the bac k o f Clark & Weygant's drug store. This
saved running ac ross the street for the c hloro form when the
razors got dull. Then he moved into Horton's butc her shop
next door--bu� this was too suggestive and drove away t imid
c ustomers. Then he had it in Thompson & Dunn's unfinished
store. He wanted t o put it in the depot, and pricked up his
ears when t he Baptist c hurc h was first proposed, but nothing
came .o f either o f these.
I distinc tly remember the night Jim's big barber pole went
to roost on top o f the railroad water tank. There were Fred
C�pron and Charlie Loc kerby, and o f c ourse I was also along
or I wouldn ' t know so muc h about it. There were two or three
recruits wi th us too whose names I have forgotten--we were the
only regulars . Charlie Loc kerby used to ob j ec t to going out
with Capron and I, c laiming that it would hurt his reputati on.
He said i f there was anything he was afraid o f it was get t ing
a bad reputation in town. But he would go i f it was a dark
night. It was about forty feet to the top o f the tank and i t
was the heaviest barber pole I ever saw. Holden' s c lothes
line broke three or . four times before we got it up . But we
got it there at last, toward morning, after we were all tired
out and all our hands . were blistered, ••• And that week I
s aid in the Bell that ' Some misc reants who ought to be in a
b etter business took the handsome new barberpole o f our worthy
fel low c itizen , Mr. J. H. Ebert , and hoisted it on t op o f t he
Chic ago & North-Western watertank. W-nere are our o ffic ers o f
the law these nights? 1 1 1 41
4o

Estelline Bell, Undated c lipping , Courtesy Hayden Carruth.
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Fred Hayde� Carruth , "Carruth Reminsc enc es · (sic ) ."

A little more than a month after the Bell was b egun the Belfry
was mov ed on September 15 to the Thompson and Dunn block diagonally
across Second Street i n a northeasterly directi on at the corner of
Arthur Street.

The Bell occupied the second floor.

The move

apparently was necessi tated by the estab lishment of the Bank of
Estelline i n the space the Bell had occupied i n the Hayes and Brown
bU1· 1d·1 ng . 4 2

A second move of the Belfry took place on June 27 , 1 885 ,
apparently to get the offi ce on a first floor again.

This time the

paper was housed in the Parsons b uilding at the northwest corner of
4
Second and Arthur Streets. 3
The Bell pro vided Hayden a li ving and it brought excitement-
like a "threat from certain ranchmen to shoot up the sheet" for some
thing that had b een printed.

Hayden sent home for his ri fle, and his

father forwarded it to him, along with an offer of money i f he needed
it.

But Hay den apparently never had to use the gun in self-defense.

44

Abou t ten months after the Bell was started, Hayden was married
to Ettie Leah Gorton at the bride's home in Mount Pleasant, Minnesota.
42 Estelline Bell, Undated cli pping, Courtesy Hayden Carruth.
43 Es telline Bell.
44

Gorton Veeder Carruth, p. 39.
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It was June 28, 1884.

45

By July 1 the newlyweds were back in

Estelline where "there was a paper to be gotten out. "46

Hayden's hu.,'Ilorous writing soon made the little prairie weekly
known across the country; it was clipped and reprinted by papers
everywhere, and its fame brought Hayden letters and job offers from
numerous editors and writers.

(See Appendix. ) Wolcott B alestier,

edi tor of the New York magazine T id-Bits, · and a brother-in-law of
Rudyard Kipling , urged Hayden to contribute to that magazine.

Hayden

wrote "The Adv entures of Francisco" for it and the first installment
appeared in the May 22, 1886 iss;e; Balestier listed Hayden among the
magazine's contributors as "Fred B . (sic) Carruth, whose humorous
wo rk on the Estelline Bell is copied · these days wherever newspapers
are printed. " Wolcott himself reprinted Bell humor freely and dev oted
a full page of the June 24, 1886 issue to it. 47

It was said that Hayden wrote "his amusing items without crack

ing a smile. · His printer and typesetter , R . B. (Reub) Allen, would
burst out laughing as he set up the type. "4 8
4 5 Gorton Veeder Carruth; Harold B . Carruth, C arruth Family
(Asc utney, Vermont: Published By the Author, 1 952) , P • 96 .
46

Gorto n Veeder Carruth.

47 Gorton Ve eder Carruth, p. 44.

4 8 "Ha.'Illin County History Bits, " in Parker, p. 2_30.
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Hayden did not feel, however, that the Estelline Bell was a
financial success, a ci rcumstaJ1ce that foreshadowed a life-time
r�currence of economic instability for him and his family.
heavy exchange list brought no extra revenue.

The Bell's

Hayden wrote in a

"model biography" in 1886, "Have one bab y and several hundred
delinquent subscribers.

Also one who is paid up to August 4, 1887 . u

49

A note in the South Dakota Historical Collections relates that
Carruth made a national reputation on the Bell.

" It was quoted

everywhere, but he had no capacity for capitalizing on his gifts.

He

reported to a com.�ercial agency asking about his circulation that he
circulated '20 0 comps. ' (complimentary copies) had 65 delinquent
50
subscribers and one paid up until August 4 next. "
Hayden's family
regarded that comment as "silly, " because "H. C. capitalized on the
reputation he made through the Estelline Bell and the Dakota Bell by
going to New York and getting a job as editorial writer on the New

Y ork Tribu ne, the forem� st paper in the country .
Bell's circulation was purely humorous. "51

His report on t he

49 Fred Hayden Carruth, "A Model Biography , " The Northwest
Magazine, 4 : 7 (June 1886 ) .

50 South Dakota Historical C ollections, Volume XI (Pierre:
Hipple Printing C ompany, 1922 ).

51 Gorton Veeder Carruth, No te dated September 1959.
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On Novemb e r 4, 1885, Governor Pierce of Dakota T erritory wrote

Hayden commending his effo rts and advising him to stay in Estelline, 5
but Hayden's e nthusiasm for his first pape r was waning.

2

He was not

reconciled to the hard, routine work of ge tting out a country weekly
and carrying· on a job -printing b usiness.

Hayden's letters to Ettie

at this pe riod when she was home for visits, revealed " much distaste
for the de solate country and the intensive job, which he complained,
left him no time to think, " as well as " homesickness and deep love for
th� Minnesota country and the Mound, a hill near his home in Mount

Pleasant, ans]. his purpose to return there e ventually to liv e . "53

In 1886 Hayden wrote to Ettie that the grub at the hotel tasted
"as if it had died a linge ring de ath and bee n dried ove r a slow fire . "
Two days later he wrote he was de termined to sell out at first chance,
and " if I can't sell it I am going to give it away. "

Still late r he

complained of the " miserable , mease ly, ornery writing, " he had to do

for the paper every week. 54

It was not a surprise there fore when Hayden b owed out.

In the

August 28, 1886, issue of the �' Hayden signaled his departure:
After this issue of the Bell I am going to stop editing i t.
I will pass the pleasant duty of molding pub lic opinion <:3- nd
being e arful ( sic) not to use any more c ap W ' s than possible

52 Gorton Ve eder Carruth, p. 42 .

3 Gorton Ve ede r Carruth, p. 4o.

5

54 Gorton Veede r Carruth, PP• 42-43.
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because the office is a little shor t on that letter, over to
another • • • I hav e decided to desert the Bell for several
reasons. Probab ly the str ongest is that I know when I have
got enough. I wouldn't be surprised if the other two
hundred and forty-nine inhab itants of Estelline feel just
about the same.
Another reason i s that my health feels sort of wi ggly • • •
Several expert physicians have tried to diagnose m y case b ut
hav e failed to classify . the disease. If the autopsy is not
more decisiv e there is pr ospect that I will never know what
is the matter.
I do not intend to go to the tr ouble and expense of having
an autopsy held i f I can help it. Besides the i nconvenience,
I do not consider them benefici al to the general health. I
never kne w a person who had had one held on him that was quite
the same afterwards. I consider the autopsy as performed b y
the ordinary single-diploma physician of the day as b eing
highly inj urious to the system. I hav e seen str ong men who
have b een autopsied carry the bad effects of it for y ears55
It never seemed to me that a post-mortem was much better.
A statement dated August 25, from the Bank of Estelline showed
. that Hayden depo s i t ed notes of Parson's t9 taling eight hundred dollars
for collection in 1886 and 1887.

price of the Estelli ne Bel1. 56

Presumab ly that was t he selling

A notic e dated August 31 , 1886, was sent to out-of-town Bell

subscribers announcing sale of the paper to Frank A. Parsons, that

Hay den expected to have another paper of his own soon, or to b e working
on another paper, and asking i f patrons wanted their subscriptions to

the � stopped and the balance applied to the paper to which he

might go. 5 7

55 Estelline Bell, August 28, 1886 .

56 Gorton Veeder Carruth, p. 43 .
57

Gorton Ve eder Car ruth.
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The new owners, f. A. and C. P. Parsons, had started a monthly
It was

paper in Estelline in J anuary 1885, called Dakota Real Estate .

printed in the Bell office, and was "devoted to the real e state and
agricultural interests of South Dakota. "

The Parsons advertised as

"money lende-rs on improved farms and chat tels in small sums. "
Bell advertised in the second copy of the real estate paper.

The
F. A.

Parsons was a logical buye r for the Bell, particularly since he had
been helping Hayden on t he paper.

58

The Bell's ne w owner published this parting ovation to Hayden:
He is a brave man who assume s the manageme nt of a news
paper like the Bell without some feelings of timi dity • • •
Since i ts first issue it has be e n received with increasing
fav or by the public until it has attained a reputation which
is world-wide in its extent; quo t ed by ne wspapers in e ve ry
state of the Union: and read bv thousands each week: the Bell
has be come a synonymn for humo; all t hrough_ the land and the
reading public lo ok for it as they do for other humorous
journals of longer standing. This grand result of a news
paper e nterprise in a small town, which at the ti me the paper
was established was unknown o uside ( sic) of its limits, is
due wholly to th unceasing e fforts of its former editor, Mr.
Fred H. Carruth. 9

5

Minnesota Boy: · Man Behind the Bell
The man who would give the Estelline Bell the reputation it

enjoy ed for its droll humor and re ady wit was born on a farm in Mount

58 G orton V eede r Carruth.

59 Frank A . Parsons, Estelline Be ll, Septe mber 4, 1886,
Clipping, C ourtesy Hayden Carruth.
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Pleasant T ownship near Lake City, Minnesota, Oc tober 31, 1862.

60

His

father was Oliver Powers Carruth, fourth in direct descent from John
Carruth who came to the United States from Ireland about 1730 , to
settle in Westborough, Massachusetts.

O. P. , as he came to be

familiarly called, was one of eleven children, eight of whom lived t o
maturity.

He was born in 1828 at Lorraine in Jefferson County, New

York, to William and Eleanor Patterson Carruth, residents of Spring
field, Massachusetts, and later Fort Anne New York.

When he was

tw� nty-one O. P. went to Auburn, New York, and there he spent six
y ears i. n a boot and shoe establi. shment. 61

Hayden's mother was Mary Veeder Carruth, born February 1 5,
1833, probably at Auburn, New Ycrk. 62 Her father, Dr. Uriah Veeder�
appears to have b een an influence highly stimul�ting to Hayden's
intellectual achievement, and also--as already evidenced--occasio nally
aided Hayden financially.

Dr. Veeder was born in 1797 or 1798, the

ex act date subject to conjecture.

Nevertheless, he came from Dutch

ancestors who settled in 163 0 at Dominees Hock, now New York City.
was granted a medical diploma on June 14, 1 821, having " studied
60

Gorton Veeder Carruth, p. 1 2 ; Harold B. Carruth, p. 96.

62

Gorton Veeder Carruth, p. 7 .

61 Haro ld B. Carruth, pp. 38-41, 5 4, 7 3 ; "Early Settlers, "
Hist o
of Wabasha County ( Chicago: H. H. Hill & Company, 1884),
p . 10z;
2.
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physic s and surgery for his term and in the manner direc ted by law. "
He was married to Louisa Usher Shaw , March 1 9 , 182 9 , at Martville ,
New York.

6""7:J

In

1858 Dr. Veeder went west alone to Minnesota and established

a farm at Mount Pleasant near Lake City.

He was probably drawn there

by the fac t that ac quaint anc es from his home in New York State had
already migrated there.

Then too , 1.a.ke City is situated on the b anks

o f the Mississippi River at a plac e c alled Lake Pepin where the riv er
widens much as the Hudson does at Tarrytown , New York.

Dr. Veeder

probably felt much at home in the Mississippi Valley.

Dr . Veeder ' s

family , exc ept for his daughter Mary , joined him in Minnesota in
August

1858 . Mary remained in Auburn , New York to teach schoo1 . 64

Throughout her diary from August

1853 until November 1859 Mary

expressed sentiment over an unrequitted love , never named , but
obv iously Oliver Powers Carruth.
interested until the fall of
Minne sot a.

But O. P. apparently did not become

1858 after Mary's parents had left for

They were wed about a year later , Oc tober

27, 1859 , and the

following day took the train for Lake City , Minnesota , where a "shanty"
Was moved in and fixed up for them , near the Veeder farm.

63 Gorton Veeder Carruth , pp. 4-5 .
6.

64

Gorton Veeder Carruth , p .

65

Gorton Veede-, Carruth , p. 9 .

65 Dr. Veeder
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and his wife apparently had misgivings ab out Mary's choice, but there
is no evidence that s he ever regretted her marriage.

The Carruths

built a house on a farm across the road from the Veeder farm and
moved in on March 31 , 1862. 66

At this time M ary ' s b rother, Stanley Marshall Veeder, was work
ing for the Lake City Tribune, apparently as a printer.

This is the

first evidence of any of Hayden's family being associated with either
j ournalism or printing.

Stanley joined the Union Army in August 1862,

j ust a few months before Hayden was born, and was killed at the battle

of Wilkinson's Pike, near Murfreesboro, Tennessee, December 7, 1864. 6 7
Thus Hayden never had the benefit of his uncle's experience to
influence his entrance into newspapering.
There is no basis for Hayden's first name, Fred.

T he name

Hay den, however, by which he became known as a writer and which was
passed on to his fi rst grandchild, was associated in two ways by his
mother with her childhood.

A close friend in New York State, Lucy

T aylor, married a man named Sam Hayden. And another of Mary's friends,

And elusia Mann, married Hayden M. Wheeler ; the girls corresponded

b etwe en M ount Pleasant and Brooklyn, New York as long as Mary lived,

and it is likely that Mary b orrowed Andelusia's husband's name for the

·
midd
le name of her son. 68

66 Gorton Veeder C arruth, pp. 10-11.
67 Gorton Veeder Carruth, p. 11.

68
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Hay den was a typical farm boy ; he learned to plow, reap, and
thresh; he milked and cared for cows, tended chickens and pigs,
c hurned butter and smoked meat, and performed the miscellaneous tasks
of carpentry and machinery repair that keep a farm operating.

His

mother is said to have remarked that Hayden never had a boyhood,
apparently meaning that he had to work too hard.

He must have had a

good deal of fun out of it, however, for " he stored up experiences

from which he would draw upon heavily in his later writing. 1 1 6 9

Hayden's boyhood nurtured in him "a love of animals, especially
farm animals, the country, and all growing things. " He had a pony and
a dog named Beauty.

" Once on his pony he chased a rabbit to such an

extreme that the rabbit gave up and died, and this was a tragedy which
he regretted all his life. "70
At the age of e ight Hayden made and exhibited at the fair a
pat chwork - quilt.

The Lake City Tribune wrote that it was " as perfec t

in its construction as if put together by an old maid."
Hayden ' s sister Ellen Belle was born Dec ember 22, 186 9, and they

became close, life-long friends; but a brother and anot her sister died
in infancy, the sec ond death oc c urring in 1 875 when Hayden was just
thirteen years of age.

Ironic ally the deaths foreshadowed a similar

tr agedy which would befall Hayden and his wife.

Nevertheless, Hayden's

mo ther bec ame seriously depressed over the loss of t he last child and
69 Gorton Veeder C arrut h, p. 14.
70
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she and Oliver took Hayden and Belle to Brooklyn to visit Analusia
This was the M innesota boy's first long travel and
his first glimpse of New York City. 71

and her husband.

Little is known about Hayden's early school, although he
probably attended the Mount Pleasant district school.

Hayden's first

cousin, Lo uise Belle Kirk, has rev ealed an incident about Hayden's
sc hool years:
Did you ev er hear the little story of why he left the
country school,? When a boy. (sic) In those days if a child
wished to be excused from the school he held up his hand and
his wish was granted. This time little Fred must hav e had a
humorous attack for he did not return to the room; instead he
climbed a tree near by where he could see through the window
and proceeded to amuse the children with antics and was at
once ordered in and receiv ed a good flogging. Irate Oliver
P . took both children out of school f6r iood. 72
Later Hayden went to the Boston House School at Lake City or
close to that town, apparently a higher school.

It appears that the

more important part of his boyhood education, howev er, was obtained by
reading.

Among periodicals to which he had access--either at home or

at his Grandfather Veeder� s--were Harper ' s Magazi ne, Harper's Weekly,

Ev ery Satur day, Little Corporal, Prai rie Farmer, and the Toledo Blade.

What books were in his home is not known, but Hayden did bo-rrow

Various standard works in English literature from Dr. Veeder, and
perhaps from other so urces.

He wrote in later years that he had read

71 Gorton Veeder Carruth, p. 15.

72 Io uise Be lle Kirk (letter to Gort on Veeder Carruth,
January 28, 194 5) , Courtesy - Hayden Carruth.
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Great Expectations when he was about ten and the book had made a pro
found impression on him.

By his teens Hayden was reading the English

classics, espe cially poe try.
In 187 9 at the age of sixteen Hayden enrolled in a Chautaqua
course in English literature and sent away for books.

He finished the

Chautaqua course in July 1882, and receiv ed a diploma August 19. 73

As he matured Hayde n's great love continued to be the English
lite rary tradition, especially Shakespeare and Dicke ns "who had an
obvious influence on his. own literary style. " He colle cted books of
English poetry , �_specially the Elizabethan, Stuart, and Victorian
poets, including Browning, Rossetti, Swinburne, Tennyson, and the minor
poets, such as t he Rhymers of the 189J ' s (Dowson, Yeats, Lionel
J ohnson, etc. )"7 4
Hayden's mother died March 19, 187 9, when he was seventeen.

loss was evidently a gre at shock to him.

The

He purchased a diary e ight

days after her death and maintained it faithfully from March 2 7, 187 9,
until Decembe r 6, 1885 .

"The content was primarily a factual chronicle

of daily e vents, and the strong sensitivity and vivid imagination that

were his native e ndowment we re rigo rously surpressed • • • partly no
dou bt by reticence of adolesence and partly by habit of the pionee r
folk among whom he was born and lived. "75
73
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74 Hayden Carrut h (le tter to author, April 17, 1970).
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A year later on January 30, 1880, 0. P. Carruth mar ried Sarah

Eastman Gorton, a widow with five children. 7
daughters, C arrie May and Ettie Leah.

6 She had two step

Their father was Edward Gorton,

a miller from Albany, New York; the girls' mother and their father's
first wife was Leah Winter s from Palmyra, New York, who had died
following the birth of Ettie Leah (April 4, 1861, Aurora, Illinois).
When O . P. mar ried Mrs. Gorton, Hayden gained four sisters and
a brother and the seven children became as close as blood brothers and
sisters.

There was an exception, however.

Hayden decided immediately

upo n meeting Ettie, who was then. nineteen, that he would someday marry
her.

They became engaged on Easter Sunday, April 17, 1881, while on

a buggy ride. 77

Hayden had in the meantime--in September 1879, when he was still
just sixteen years old--receiv ed a certificate to teach school.
f ir st winter he taught for twenty-nine dollars a month.

The

The next fall

he taught at a different school for thirty dollars a month, but he had
a troublesome group of students--some of them bigger than he was, which
was not an unusual situation in those days--and was critic ized for not
exercising discipline.

As a result he purchased a whip, used it, and

maintained the upper hand, but he had had his fill of teaching school,

76 Gorton Veeder Carruth , p. 27.
77 Go rton Veeder Carruth, p. 28.
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and wrote in his diary February 18, 1881, "Don' t think I shall ever
teach school again • • • " And he did not. 7

8

Hayden began taking organ lessons in the spring of 1881 from a
lake C ity music teacher and was doing a great deal of reading-

Shakespeare, Pope, Burns, and the other English classics. 79

Then on

December 5 , 1881, as a result of his Grandfather Veeder's encourage
ment, and later some financial aid, Hayden enrolled in the University
of Minnesota's "Collegiate Department" as a "sub-freshman in the
scientific program, " to prepare himself for admission to the College
of Science, Literature, and the Arts.

He took courses in algebra,

drawing, reading, writing, spelling, grammar, arithmetic, geography,
Eng lish composition, h istory, and astronomy.
that he was a good student.

Bo

The record indicates

In the meantime Ettie Gorton was teaching and going to schoo l in
Wisconsin.

Hayden's letters indicated "boyish playfulness and good

spirits mixed with melancholy and deep seriousness • • • his enthusiasm
for good reading, espe cia� ly poetry, and his interest in music,
flowers, nature, art, and the theater--the latter frowned upon by the
orthodox of his time and place • • •

11

These letters are said also to

hav e r ev ealed a "keen sensitiv ity to the troubles of other people, " as
78

Gorton Veeder Carruth , pp. 28-29.

79 Gorton Veeder Carruth, p. 2 9 .

80 William T. Harris, Jr. , Assistant Direc tor, Department of
Univ ersity Relatio ns, Univer sity of Minnesota (lette r to author,
Feb ruary 27, 19 70 ) .
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well as hints of the characteristic Carruth humor which would come to
full maturity in a few years.

Apparently Hayden also was a better

than average artist and penciled sketches into his letters. 81

A month after Hayden enrolled at the U niversity of Minnesota
he made his first step into journalism.

He sent some humorous

paragraphs to the Saturday Spec tator, and on December 28, 1881,
received a postcar d from the editor, C. H.- DuBois, accepting them and
offering to arrange for more "if your terms are very moderate. "
Hayden noted the accepta,nce in his diary, adding "and s o I feel pretty
good. "

The terms turned out to be fifty cents a week for weekly

82
.
contr i. butions.

Hayden was trying to make money as well as gratify his urge to
w�ite, and he vn�ote in April 1882, that he was running sho rt of cash at
· the University and had to write to earn more.

He took on the task o f

university reporter fo r the Spectator, later contributed o ther

material, and finally was doing general reporting.

He finished the

spring term, enrolled at the University for the fall term in 1882, but
dr opped out after three weeks and went to work full time for the

.,§pectato r.

Hayden expressed disappointment with his studies and

81 Gorton Veede r Carruth, p. 33.
· 82
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teachers and complained because of lack of money; he appare ntly
wished to obtain a financial stability that would enable him a·nd
Ettie to marry.

83

The j ob on the Spectator afforded Hayden a full spectrum of
experience in the publishing of a newspaper.

He set type for the first

time on September 25, 1882, and then tried his hand at writing news
and humorous paragraphs, addressing papers, making up pages, and
collecting bills.

Before Hayden accepted the full-time position,

DuBois had offered him two and a half dollars a week, and on January

27, 1883, he wrote that hi s wages had been raised to eight dollars a

week. 84

Hayden's entries in the Spectator often appeared under the
byline "Ichabob Burgi e."

One such instance was "A Q ueer Book Review,

O ur 'Ichabob Burgie' Tries His Hand This Week At A Book Review. "
victim of - this sketch was "An Illustrated Almanac for merchants,
farmers, etc . "

The cover was described as bound in

"handsome green paper with highly arti sti c designs • • •
the central one being an engraving of a gentleman in very
l ight costume on ho rseback, crushing the life o ut of a New
Jersey sea-serpent and sticki ng him in the mouth with a
weatherv ane. Ther e is a lurking suspicion in our mind that
he is a St. Paul sausage dealer, and that he is killing the
scaly m onster with a view of fe stooning him in the shop
window, but perhaps ,,.,e may be mistaken. "
Aft er describing the manner i n whi ch the book bi nder had thought

ful ly secured "an elegant red- and-white string" in the upper left83
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hand corner so the book co uld be hung up, t he reviewer suggested that
the publishers of dictio naries and ency clopedias might do well to
ado pt the idea.

"With Webster hanging on the hat rack and the

Encyclopedia Britannica suspended from the doo r knob, a house would
have a v ery literary aspect. 11

85

A further example of Hayden' s Spectato r spoo fs is revealed in
"Peeps at the Future, the Spectato r's Special Astro loger Lo o ks Ahead. "
SUNDAY, OCT. 1 st. --The stars portend disast ers but you may
escape • • • �t may rain and it may not; in either case hold
fast to your umbrella • • • Strange things will happen; sing
ular o ccurrances will take place; surprising evg nts will
transpire; unusual incidents will occur • • • 1 1 3
In additio n to his jo b with the Spectator, Hayden wrote fo r the

M inneapo li s Hotel Gazette at two dollars per co lumn. 87

Hayden's association with the Spectato r lasted until June 1883
when he had a dispute--apparently quite an angry one--with DuBo is and
decided to establish a newspaper o f his own.

88

T hus it was that Hayden

heeded Burridge ' s advice and set up his first newspaper in Estelline,
Dakota Territory .
85 Fred Hayden Carruth, "A Queer Book Review, Our 'Ichabob
Burgie ' Tries His Hand at a 'Book Rev iew ' , " Saturday Spectato r,
Undat ed c lipping, Courtesy New York Public Library.

86 Fred Hayden Carruth, " A Peep At the Future, The Spectat or ' s
�p ecial Astrologer Looks Ahead. "

87 Gorton Veeder Carruth, p. 32.
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Carruth and Clover Establish
"A Journal of the West"
The news of the sale of the Estelline Bell in August 1886
brought Hayden what must have been to him a gratifyingly large
number of newspaper and magazine job offers and requests for
contributions.

But Hayden and Samuel Travers Clover, owner of the

Queen City Printing House in Sioux Falls and editor of a paper there,
had been planning--at least by mid 1886--to launch a new publication
in the spring of 1887.

Clover had wanted to call it the Dakota Z ephyr,

but he gave in to Hayden's insistence that the name "Bell" be carried
o n and thus the paper became the Dakota Bell.

89

Clov er ' a nativ e o f E:ngland ' had begun his

188o after a trip around the world.

ucWo!-'Cll:) C .l.

v C:U.

ee.1.

..L,U

After five years of newspapering

in Dakota he j oined the Chicago Herald as a staff correspondent.

He

reported the Indian Uprising of 1890 and the Messiah Outbreak of 1891 .
He is purportedly the last white man to have seen the famous Indian
ch ief, Sitting Bull, alive.

the Chic ago Ev ening Po st.

In 1894 Clover became managing editor of
Later he was to bec ome the author of five

books and numerous p oems and sketches of the West, many of them
89 Gorton Veeder Carruth, p. - 44 _
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re flec tive of hi s venture in Dakota Territory.

Although foreign born,

Clover's sympathies were desc ri bed as "essenti ally A meric an and hi s
style typic ally Western. 1190
In his book, Americ an Writers on Americ an Li terature, William
Allen White mi stakenly attributed the editorship of the Estelline Bell
to Sam Clover.

Having b een made aware of hi s error, White apologized,

said he knew b oth Hayden and S am, and that hi s memory--whic h was not
to be trusted- -seemed to plac e them together at Estelline as partners,
not at Sioux Falls.

91

"The Dakota Bell will be a Journal of the West, " announc ed the
first i ssue on Saturday, April 16, 1887 .

" It will be filled wi th

bright reading matter of the Wes t, always bo i led down.

It will be

interesting to people who live in this greatest territory of the West

and also to those who hav e ever heard of thi s territory. " 9 2

The editor c lai med it to be " the only paper of the kind

publ ishe d in the West, " and promi sed that it would not c ontain " an
immodest line or an alleged ' off-c olor' joke.

ki nd of paper. 1 1

It will not be that

93

90 O. W. C oursey, Literature of South Dakota, 4th Ed.
(M itc hell : Educ ator Supply Company, 1 925 ) , PP • 68, 37 5.
91 Gorton Veeder C arruth (letter to Willi am Allen Whi te,
Oc tober 1 3, 1934) ; Wi lliam Allen \:lhite (lette r to Gorton Veeder
C arruth, November 1, 1934) , Courtesy Hayden Carruth.
92 D akota Bell, Apri l 16, 1887, P • 1.
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The eight-page weekly had four columns of twelve or fourteen
point type with about four points of leading between lines, making it
inv itingly legible.

Subscription rates were two dollars per year,

one dollar for six months, fifty cents for three months, single
copies five cents.
Advertising was confined to half of page seven and three
fourths of page eight.

The Queen City Bindery and Printing House,

S. T. Clover, proprietor, advertised its claim as "most complete
printing house in t he northwest. "

And C. W. Hubbard and Company

adv ertised building stone from " the celebrated Jasper Quarry for sale

·

in any quantity. " 9 4

Clover was busine ss manager, his editorial contributions
negligible; Hayden was the Dakota Bell ' s editor and wrote practically
everything that appeared in the magazine. 95 Here again, it was

Hayden's writing that gave the humorous weekly its widespread
popularity.

And like the Estelline paper, the Dakota Bell, was widely

cl ipped and printed all over the country.

(See Appendix . )

In May

1 886, while Hayden was still publishing the Estellin e Bell, James B.

Wasson of the New York T rib une had inquired ab out exchanging copies.

Th e Trib une, he wrote, had frequently reprinted the Bell second hand
94

Dakota Bell.

95 Gorton Veeder Carruth, p. 46.
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and wanted to do it first hand.

Then on May 4, 1 887, Wasson asked to

receive the Dakota Bell and sent Hayden a clipping of an editorial
paragraph that appeared in t he T ribune Apr.il 23:
Fred H. Carruth who used to make the Estelline (Dak. )
Bell so interesting to the exchange editors of the country
has started the Dakota Bell in Sioux Falls. He does not,
he says, expect so much to fill a long felt want as to fill
his pockets with wealth. His paper is so good that he will
doubtless succeed in this laudable undertaking. 96
A quip, typical of the wry Carruth observation which appeared
in the first Dakota Bell:

"A Chicago firm is sending out a • complete

list of swindlers and frauds' and not a word about Civil Serv ice
reform in it·. n 97
In the third issue of the Dakota Bell, its editor boasted the
new paper's success:
Subscriptions for the Dakota Bell are coming in in a v ery
gratifying manner. We hav en't had to hire a dray to bring
them from the Post Office yet, but there are just enough of
them every day so that we kno w the Dakota Bell is going to
be more of a succ ess than even its friends predicted. I n
less than a week after the first c opy o f the first issue
was sent out only two days after the date of that issue
thirty-one subscriptions were rec eived by one mail. That
isn't bad when you c onsider the times. Sinc e then other
single mails ha; e b rought more than this. Ev erybody wants
it. York, Nebraska: ' Sarnple rec eived . It tic kled me $ 2
worth whic h I enc lose. ' Ashto n, D . T . : • We subscribe for
the Bell for the talent that we see in i t and bec ause you
say it will not contain an i mmodest li ne o r an alleged 'off
color' joke. ' Sev eral dozen others hav e expressed good
96
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wishes and made v arious complimentary remarks. A number
of clubs hav e b een receiv ed and score� of requests for
sample copies. The Bell is booming. 9�
The "boom" ended four months later.

The last edition of the

Dakota Bell came off the press August 2 7, 1887, after a short life
span of twenty issues.

Unfortunately the Dakota Bell nev er acquired

"sufficient paid circulation to command the adv ertising support that
could have made it commerciall y successful � " A list of exchanges
not specifically attributed to either Be ll, b ut apparently the list
of papers receiv ing the Dakota Bell is reported to have contained
about 64o names.

It has b een suggested, too, that had the Dakota Bell

hact more capital behind it to begin with it might hav e succeeded. 99

· And, another reason giv en for the failure of the Dakota Bell was that

"Sioux Falls was too small for such geniuses and they (the publishers)
were called into a larger field • • • and left the city. "

1 00

9 8 · Dakota Bell, April 30, 1887, p. 3.
99 Gorton Veeder Carruth, p. 46.

1 00 D. R . Bailey , Histo ry o f Minnehaha Count;y:2 South Dakota
( Sioux Falls: Brown and Saenger, 18 99) .
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C arruth Leaves Dakota,
Joins Rtmks o f Eastern Journalists
Before the demise o f the Dakota Bell Hayden received j ob
offers from a number o f newspapers and magazines including Texas
Siftings and Tid-Bits in New York ; newspapers in Duluth, Saginaw , and
Cedar Rapids ; and three C hicago papers, the Tribune , the News , and
the Mail.

As early as the fall o f

1886 , a month after the sale o f

the Estelline Bell , Whitelaw Reid o f the New York Tribune wrote Hayden
asking for humorous sketches and inviting him to come to New York.

The following June 1 887, while Hayden was in Sioux Falls putting o ut
the Dakota Bell, D. Nicho lson o f the Tribune asked him for a humorous
artic le about Dako ta.

'I O "i

Hayden must have had his sights set on the Tribune , for he did
not accept any job o ffers elsewhere.

He did, however, make an

arrangement with the C hic ago Tribune to act as Dakota correspondent
for fifty do llars a week , which lasted from September
February

1887 to

1888 , when it was ended by the paper because Hayden ' s

" writing at long range did not turn out to be what was desired ."
Hay den immediately wrote an article, "Trouble with the
Gov ernment , " which was published March 1 8 ,
1 01

Gorton Veeder C arruth, p .
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1888 , in the New York

1 02

4D
Tribune.

10'
;;

Thre e days later Whitelaw Reid wrote praising the article

a.nd asked Hayden to write more.

Instead Hayden went to New York.

On

May 31, 1888, he landed a position with the Tribune at seventy-five
dollars a week; he was to do "about as he pleased in writing for the
paper." His- first editorial was printed June 5, and on June 20 , Reid
wrote an office note to Hayden saying, "You are getting the hang of
104
the school house."
Thus Hayden C arruth began his career in eastern journalism.
His v enture with Dakota . had ended, but not in spirit, and it was his
western spirit combined with his store of pioneering memories and
experiences that emerged in the editorials, sketches, poems, short
stories, and essays on the pages of the nation's leading newspapers and
magazines during the next forty-four y ears.
It may be noted here that Hayden's health was not strong.

Part

of the time he wrote from a hammoc k slung on the Tribune's roof under
an awning.

He returned to Minnesota in November 1888, to take care of

personal matters, but was back there again on vacation in July 1889,

apparently for reasons of health.

He weighed only 1 3 7 pounds, and he

h ad wr itten his father from New York that he had "pretty near gone up
the spout" while living on Staten Island.

Min nesota vacation riding horseback.

Hayden spent most of the

In September of the following

Y ear , he made a walking trip of New England, again--partly at least-1 03

Gorton Veeder Carruth.

1 04
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for benefit of hi s health.

Late in August 18 91, he was back in Lake

City, Min..�esota, whe re the Carruth's had be en purchasing a tract of
Hayden wrote that he had ridde n on "his own personal

farm land.

i ndividual land. "

1 05

Four and a half year·s after he came to New York, Hayde n moved
his wife and two sons back to the newly acquired Lo ne Mound Farm near
his old home at Lake City . 10 6 The New York expe rience had benefited
Hayden as a writer and had given the Carruth family a boost
financially.

Hayde n had firmly established himself on the Tri bune ,

writing a daily humorous editorial, and began what would be a life
long connec tion with Harpe r and Brothers.

For his Tribune editorials

"most oft en he took something from the daily wire stories as the basis
fo r his humorous c omm9nts, somewhat the way Russell Baker or Art
Buchwald do today." 1 0 7

He also sold storie s to Harper's and to

C e ntury Magazi ne , a leading literary monthly, and had writte n for

10 8
The Theat er; T exas Siftings, Tid-Bits, and The Journalist.

Both the Tr ibune and Harpe r's asked Hayde n to continue to submit
material from the farm.

It appeared, therefore, that he could retire

to M innesota--where part of the family living could be obtained
far ming--and dev ote himself to writing.
105
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107 Hayden Carruth (letter to author, March 13 , 197 0) .
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Between 1 8 92 and 18 94 Hayden contributed to Harper's Weekly,
the New York T ribune, the " Drawer" in Harper's Magazine, and Harper's
Young People.

In May

1 894 ,

he returned to New York to prepare the

"Adventures of Jones" series, which had been initiated in Harper's
Weekly, for book publication.

1 09

Hayden's letters home, however, expressed a " growing anxiety
that going back to Minnesota to live had been a mistake. " 1 1 0
Apparently there were too many distractions involved with the burden
o f managing the f�rm, and in the fall of 1 8 94 he moved the family to
the G. H. Grannis house in Central Point, Good.hue County, Minnesota,
although the address was still Lake City.
During the brief stay there Hayden earned a pied-piper
reputation as a story teller.

When mothers in the neighborhood missed

their youngsters they soon learned that the first place to look was in
the carriage barn at G. H. Grannis's.

There they would find the

children gathered around a surrey in which Hayden sat while he "spun
.
111
yarns--exci. ti. ng and many ti. mes fri. ghteni ng. "
In the spring of 18 95 Hayden moved his family, which by then
included a third son, b ack to New York, this time to Poughkeepsie.
During the next decade he went on his own as a free-lance writer, an

1

09 Gorton Veeder C arruth, P • 56.
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Alice B. Murdock (letter to author, March 26, 1969).

undertaking which subjected the Carruths to precarious financ i al
. 1 1 2 "Rates of pay for hack writing were poor • • • and there
st rain.
was a lot of competition. "
long periods.

113

Moreover, Hayden was ill, sometimes fo r

At one time the family lived in what they c alled

the "tin house, " a b uilding made of corrugated metal, and " for one
whole summer lived on turnips. "

1 14

But there were encouragements.

Hayden's first book, The

Adventures of Jones, was published on February 15, 1895, and even
tu�lly sold 3, 347 copies.

115

His second book, The Voyage of the

Rattletrap, appeared on March 5, 1897 , following serial publication in
Harper's Round Table.

Harper's had purchased the story in September

1895, for four hundred dollars.

That book totaled 1, 480 sales. 116

And, in 1896 between the printing of the two books, Hayden completed
the boy's story, "Track's End , " and sold it to the Youth's C omoanion,
the nation's leading juvenile periodical at that time, for five hundred
dollars. 117

The following year, 1897 , another boy's story, "Frontenac

Cave, " was sold to Youth and Home, a new weekly magazine for children,
backed by Irv ing Bacheller, syndicate owner, and three partners (Frank
112 Gorton Veeder C arruth, p. 60.
113 Hayden C arruth.
114

Hayden C arruth (letter to author, May 26, 1970).
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Verbeck, artist; Orson Lo we ll; and Albert Bigelow Paine , a writer who
later be came the companion and biographe r of Mark Twain).

Hayden

joined Youth and Home in September 1897 , as associate e ditor and in
November became responsible head of the publication.
in the office.

He e ve n slept

Although the magazine had potential--" rivaling T he

Youth's Companion in quality" --reminiscent of the Dakota Bell
attempt, it lacked sufficient financial backing and survived only

.
four issue
s, Nove mber b,,. to November 27, 1897 . 118

Hayden ended up by taking part of his salary--a modest twenty
five dollars a week for three days work--in the form of a desk, a
camera, a watch, and possibly other items.
positive virtue, hovtever.

The ve nture had a

Hayden formed a life-long frie ndship with

FraIL'l( Verbeck, \vith whom he " felt more closely akin than with anyone
he had ever known. "

The y collaborated on several books including

The Awful Alphabe t, Verbeck's Book of Bears, and A Handbook of Golf
for Bears; and they furnished each other with ideas.
I TM
I�

11
ide as to Verbeck, $ 10 7 ; Hi s to me, $ 150 • 11 9

Hay de n noted:

And, although "Frontenac Cave" missed complete publication in

Youth and Home, the Bache ller Syndicate did publish it in 1898, and it
app e are d in Farm and Fireside in 1913. 120 An insight into the
11 8

Gorton Vee de r Carruth.
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problems which plagued Hayden's career has been po int ed o ut , wit h
reference to t his sto ry, by his grandso n ( Hayden):
I can't really say what I co nsider my grandfat her's
best work • • • Fro nt enac Cave • • • st icks in my mind as
being very good • • • whe n I said bad luck hampered him,
this was o ne o f the t hings I had in mind. The sto ry was
acc epted fo r boo k publicat ion by Harpers, but my grand
fat he r wanted to make some revisio ns in it • • • He was
so hard-pressed fo r mo ney t hat he was always writing
somet hing new and nev er had t ime to make the re visions,
so t he boo k ne ver came o ut . I t hink it might have been
very po pular if it had • • •121
Financial difficult ies cont inued to press in o n t he Carrut h
family, even t ho ugh Hayden had t his third book,, Mr. Milo Busch and
Ot her Wo�t hies, go od fo r an ev ent ual 1 , 283 sales, published in July
1899, and despite t he fact t hat he had begun to writ e for Saturday

-

.

�v ening .Post .

1 ;:,;:,
··

Hay den joined Harper ' s Magazine in July 1900 in a part time posit io n as edit o r o f "The Edito r's Drawer, " a humo rous depart
ment , but he dropped the jo b at t he end o f 1901 be cause the pay was
not eno ugh fo r t he work�-o nly t wenty-five do llars a mo nt h.

He had so

much o f his o wn material in " The Drawe r" while he was edit o r t hat he
signed it wit h as many a. s fiv e different pseudo nyms.
ent pen names are credited to him altoget her:

Eleven differ

Harry V. Marr;

Frederick Vee de r, Stuart Patterson, M. H. Alexande r, Paul Dauphin,
121 Hayden Carrut h ( letter to autho r, April 17, 1970).
122 Go rton Veeder Carruth, p. 68.
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Mary Veeder, Gary Shaw, Melbourne Smith, and the i nitials B. B. ,

R. S.D. , and W. A. P.

123

Sales t o Saturday Evening Post were up in 1900 and t he family
income was "twi ce as large as it had been the previous year, 1 1 but
financial pressures cont i nued t o plague t he Carruths, even t hough
Hayden also had begun t o writ e for several new magazines--Cosmopolit an,
124
R ed BooK,
. Smart Set , and 1ippinco
· .
t�v s.

Except f or a regular job for

a time in 1904 as a reader for Colli er's Weekly in a short story
contest i n which t he first pri ze was fi ve thousand dollars, Hayden

.
.
cont inued
t h� attempt t o make it on his own as a free-lance author. 12 5
After a long delay Hayden's final book, Track's End, was
published i n 1 911.

Harper s had been eager to print the story as a

book ever since it appeared serially in the Yout h's Companion in 1897,
but Hayden had not had the time nor energy t o complet e revisi ons.
When Track's End fi nally di d emerge as a book it was hi ghly praised by
reviewers; some even ranked it among the half dozen best books for
boys publi shed i n the United St at es.

126

Eventually the book was

placed on many approved li sts, such as The Ameri can Library

1 23 Gort on Veeder C arrut h, p. 69.
124 Gorton Veede r Carrut h.
125
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Association's and the Boys Scout's.

And, it also appeared in the

crews' libraries of all United States warships.

127

In Follow the Lead er, a novel by Clyde Brion Davis (Farrar and
Rinehart, 1942), a boy character read old magazines for their
"thrilling serials. "
Youth's Companion.

One of the five named was Track's End in the
And, in his autobiography, Country Cured ( Harper

and Brothers, 194 3), Homer Croy referred to having read, as a boy,
Track's End by Hayden Carruth in the Youth's Companion. 128

The Motion Picture Division of Thomas A. Edison tried to buy
movie rights to the book in 191b, but Hayden thought Track's End was
129
worth more than they would offer.
The novel remained in print for thirty-five years and sold a
The first edition ran 7, 50 0 copies, and the
130
.
The New
Y outh's Companion took 2, 000 copies for premium purposes.

total of 23, 70 7 copies.

American Library (Signet Books) has since reprinted Track's End in
paperback as an Ameri. can c1 assi. c. 131

Carruth and Woman's Home Companion
A new era for Hayden Carruth was launched in May 1 905 , when he
joined t he magazine with which he would remain for the rest of his
127 Gorton Veeder C arruth, p. 7 9.
1 28
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life, the Woman ' s Home Companion , one of the leading periodicals for
women during the early part of the century, and precursor of the

1 2
contemporary Ladies ' Home Journa1. 3

He began as assistant literary

editor, but soon became the literary editor, a position which
necessitated sharp curtailment of his writing for other publications,
but Hayden really did not write much for the Companion , either until
1915.

Then he established "Postscript , " a final page in the magazine

where "in popular columnist fashion he commented upon the contents of
the magazine ; rallied authors and artists upon their errors, foibles
and affectations, and commented wittily upon the spirit of t he age. "

(See Appendix. )

More reader's letters referred to his page than to

any other subjec t and Hayden's fame in later years was almost wholly
a result of this popular feature.

He also used the column in the

1
fight for child- labor legislation. 33

(It may be noted here that a

crusade against "child slavery" was a feature of the Woman's Home
Companie� in 1 906 and 1 90 7 with illustrated articles about child
workers in the c otton mills, canneries, tailor shops, sweat shops
and so forth ; and President Theodore Roosevelt made a statement on

1 3 2 Gorton Veeder C arruth, p . 74 .
1 33 Harold B. Carruth , pp . 97-98 .

child labor for the Companion in 1907.

This represented the

Companion's nearest approach to the muck.racking common in the
magazines of the time. )

1 34

The first editor under whom Hayden worked on the Companion was
Arthur T. Vance who had joined the magazine in 1900 .
especially interested in the short story.

Vance was

New names in the table o f

contents were those of Francis Lynde, Frank H. Spearman, Hamlin
Garland, Sarah Orne Jewett, Bret Harte , Robert Grant, Eden Phillpotte,

Mo+gan Robertson, and Rafael Sabatini. 135

The e�phasis o n the short story seems to have stemmed from the
fact during the period 1872 to 1897 an increase in short fiction was
one of the maj or changes in the content of American magazines.

The

Woman's Home Companion had observed editorially .in 1882, "That magazine
is liked best which has the best short stories. " T wo years later The
Literary World wr ote, "There has been a spurt this year in short

stories, the demand for which is always greater than the supply. " 136
The "Editor's Study" in_ Harper's in 1901, described the trend:
The latest development of the short story is not only away
from t he old convent ional pattern, but into an i nfinite
variety of effects • • • the character sketch • • • a single
dramatic situation • • • a quick succession of humorous

1 34 Frank Luther M ott, A History of American Magazines, 1885190 5, Volume 4 (Cambr idge : Belknap Press of Harv ard University Press,
1957), p . 767 .
135 Mott.
136 Mott . p. 113.
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• a quick comedy • • • an equally quick
incidents
t ragedy .
a b� ief gli� pse of spec� al life • • • a
spiritual revelation, a picturesque v i ew of some old t ime. 1 37
Gertrude Battles Lane, u...� der whom Hayden would serve for
twenty-one years, became editor-in-chief of the Companion in 1911 .

For

many years the Lane formula was two serials, four or five short
stories, six spec ial articles, and the full compliment of i mportant
features.

It was said that such popular writers as Kathleen Norri s,

Edna Ferber, Dorothy Canfield Fisher, and Sophie Kerr, were sometimes
paid as much as eighty-five thousand dollars for a serial story.

In

the Twenties and Thirties there appeared fiction b y Willa Cather,
Sherwood Anderson, Booth Tarkington, Ellen Glascow, Sinclair Lewis,
Mar�aret Doland� Mary E. Wilkins Freeman, Pearl S. Buck, John
Galsworthy, Arnold Bennett, and many others.

138

Hayden' s work as the Woman' s Home Companion fict ion editor
obv iously · was cut out for him.

He did a good deal of traveling to

contact writers and artists and v isit art exhibitions.

In February

1906, he went to C alifornia to persuade Jack London to do spme writing
for the magazine. 1 ;; 9
7

As · a result, London's "The Apostate" appeared i n

the S eptember 1906 issue and a few months later some o f t he results of

137 Mott, p. 114 .
138 Mott, pp. 768-769.
139 Gorton Veeder Carruth, p. 75.
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his famous SNARK cruise began to appear under the t itle "Round the
140

World for the Woman's Home Companion. "

An editorial page, "Our Own Folks, a Page for Companion
Readers, " in the February 1914 issue introduced readers to the man
responsible for the quality of the magazine's literature, Hay den
Carruth, fiction editor:
• • • Those of you who appreciate the honor of having in
the pages of your home magazine the best work of the best
writers of to-day ( sic) will be glad to make the
acquaintance o.f the man whose work and whose pleasur e it ,,.
is to bring exceptional fiction into the Companion office. 1 41
The editorial pointed out that in nine years he had read nearly
a hundred thousand short stories and serials, only about six hundred
of which had been accepted.
The editors of the Companion have always been proud of
the high standard of fiction in the magazine. In these
days of an increasing number of stories in the general
magazines it is not an easy task to find the seventy-five
--or so--stories needed each year to round out the
Compani on's editorial program. Accordingly the position
of Fiction Editor on our staff is an important one, and
no one among Our Own Folk contribute s more to the enj oy
ment of Companion readers than does Mr. Carruth : • • an
average of one thousand stories a month � re submitted to1 42
the C ompanion • • • an average of only six are accepted !
14o

Mott, p. 767 .

1 41 "Our Own Folks, A Page for Companion Readers, " Woman's
Home Companion ( Februa�y 191 4! , Clipping Courtesy Hayden Carruth.
142 "Our Own Folks. "
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The e ditorial continued wi th an excerpt about Hayde n from Who's
Who in America, and then p ointed out some . facts that " like most
reference books it omitted • • •"
Think of the le tters he has had to write declining
manuscripts! And, do you know, one of Mr. Carruth's
charact�ristic s is his ability to write the most delight
ful, interesting letters--an accomplishme nt nearly as
extinct as the dodo b ird. He can re j e ct a story with such
a charming lette r that the author fee ls as pleased as if
he had received an acceptance • • • That Mr. Carruth's
efforts have been fruitful and his judgment has bee n sane
is shown by the trib utes to Companion storie s frequently
received from appreciative readers:
'In these days of smashing, questionable, muck-racking
fiction I am glad to find at least one periodical that I
can bring home to my family without feeling any doubts
as to the quality of the stories. All the strength and
vigor of modern fiction is in your pages; but I want to
thank you in addition for the clean Ame rican ideality
M. L. Texas. '
that pervades your stories.
•So you have taken one of my stories at last! When
your note of acceptance came I grew so puffed up wi th
importanc e that my family inquired into the cause of
it, and I e xclaimed that ge tting into the Companion
with a short story was like having the door of a very
charming house opened to me, a house where delightful
people lived and whe:r·e a certain spirit of wholehearted
ness wrapped one up comfortably and safely. The family
wonde rs why I don't s2,.y things like that when othe r
A Young Author. '
magazines accept my stuff . • •
'Let me thank you for the sto ries that do not appear
in the Companio n--the namby-pamby, badly written,
hysterical, unwholesome stuff that some of the women's
maga zines effec t . I1hey are perfectly disgust ing to the
sensible normal-minded woman, and I do hope the
Compani on will neve r, never publish anything on that 143
order. I'd rathe r read the di ctionary. L. J. , Ohio. '
1

143
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Hayden was "readily approachable; fellow staff members on his
magazine and other writers found his encouragement uncommonly
sympathetic and helpful."

He seems to have been particularly

sympathetic with "new authors and artists struggling to get started
a.'ld gave freely of his advice a.nd influence to assist them. "

1 44

Hayden obviously re cognized promising young authors and in his letters
of rejection he took time to include suggestions for strengthening
plot and char acterizations.

In some cases he even made an effort to

1
arrange a personal visit with the budding writer. 45

Hayden was a radical, but' in the "old prairie tradition of
progressive populism. " He shared the "progressive attitude of middle
western Republic anism; in his later years his independency leaned
1 46
toward Soci. a1 ism.
·
"

He supported William Jennings Bryant but

switched to the Socialists and worked for Eugene Deb s in the campaigns

of 1908 and 1912 , apparently writing a few speeches for him. 147

Hayden allowed his name to be used in a contest for school
commissioner of Tarrytown, New York, in 1908 , but he was not a serious
politican and he lost.

" R. D. MacMahon, running for the same office

on another ticket included Hayden in a list of voters to whom he

144 Harold B. Carruth, p. 98.
145

' 'Our Own Folks. ' '

146

Harold B. Carruth.

147 Hayden Carruth·.
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appealed in a form letter for s upport.

Hayden replied that he

sympathized with him, knew just how he felt, and would be gratified to
have MacMahon v ote for him for the s ame office. "

1 48

Hayden did not, howev er, " portray the image of a wiley-eyed
radical.

He was something of a dandy, used to wear lavender waist

coats and scarv es and carry a gold-headed cane in his prime. "

He was

a member of the Players Club in New York, a famous society for
writers, artis ts, and theatrical people.

James Montgomery Flagg, a

popular artist during the early 190 0's sketched a portrait of Hayden
which is now in the possession of his grandson, Hayden.

( See

Appendix.)
Hayden also was a member of the Society of Philis tines.

"If

you look in the biography of Stephen Crane by John Berryman, " suggests

t he same grandso n, " you will find an account of a hilarious party
Philistines, at which my grandfather

given for Crane by the .

read a parody of Crane's poetry. "

149

Hay den made his last effort to acquire a home of his own in

1916.

He want ed to return to the country where, when he dropped the

editori al work fo r the Comnanion, he would be able to concentrate his
efforts on "Postscript. "

As a result he purchased some property on

Hardscrabble Road in Pleasantville, New York, and began cons truc tion
148

Gorton Vee.der Carruth , pp. 76-77-

149 Hayden Carruth.
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of a house which he c alled Journey ' s End, but it took more than a
dozen years to complete.

Hayden and Ettie finally moved in in

1924--the eighteenth residential move they had made since their
initial migration to New York in 1888:

1 50

• Like most people who migrated from the farm to the city,
Hayden was never happy in any of the places where he lived.
He tried to get as far from the c ity as he could, but he was
always tied to it for his living and he couldn't live far
from the railroad that could take him there.
Also, some of the rnoves--especially those wi thin the same town--may
haye b een the result of · the e ver-present financial pressure--simply

1 1
to find a ch� aper place to rent. 5

Hayden was able t o drop his other editorial duties on the
.Woman's �ome Companion in 1917 and dev ote �imsel f entj rP. ly to
" Postscript. "

He did , however, write a few editorials, articles, and

stories for the Companion and returned once for a five-week period to
read manuscripts. 152

Hayden ' s eldest grand child recalls a visit his

grandfather made to their home in Connecticut in 1929 or 1930, when
the boy was only eight or nin�:
While he was wi th us he was working on a piece of
writing ; I imagine i t was hi s monthly "Postscript" for the
Woman's Home Companion • • • He always wrote with � old
fashioned s t eel nib in a very distinc tive and sometimes
illegible hand. Anyway when he had finished the manuscript,
he got hold of me and took me i nto the dining room. He
1 50

Gorton Veeder Carruth, p. 83.

151 Hayden Carruth (letter to author, Ma y 26, 197 0).
152

Gorton Veeder Carru th, P • 7 4.

sat in one of the straight-backed dining chairs, and
made me sit in another so that we were face to face, our
knees touching. Then he read me the manuscript. At
great length, and with many interpolations, laughing at
his own j okes, explaining everything, and asking my
opinion very ser iousl� and solemnly. That's the kind
of guy he was • • • 15/
Hayden's wife, Ettie, began to be affected by her last illness
in 1928 and she died at Journey's End, August 16, 1929, before the
final work on the house was finished, so she never saw her home
154
completed.
Hayden continued to live at Journey's End, and his
grandson recalls visits there:
When we visited him at his place in New Yor k he and I
went for long walks together with his dog Danny, an Irish
Setter. I have a clear picture of him in my mind striding
through the fields, the long grass almost up to his
shoulders, his white hair which he wore long on the edges
( he was bald on top ) , flowing behind him , a stout stick
. in his hand, and Danny r unning cir cles around him. 15 5
Hayden visited England in 1928 and again in 1 931 thus
fulfilling a bo yhood dream.

But by then he had contracted heart

trouble so his activity was limited, and he spent most of this time

156
.
on bo th trips
i. n L{) ndon.

Hayden kept up his "Postscr ipt" column each month and did the

last one "pr opped up in his chair with pillows to keep him upr ight, a

153 Hayden Carr uth (letter to author, April 17, 1970).
154 Gorton Veeder Carr uth, p. 85.
155 Hayden Carr uth.

156 Go rton Veeder C arruth, PP • 85-86.
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few days before he died. "

1

57

He was compliment ed as " never caustic,

ever kindly , loyal, patient , " and is credit ed wit h retaining through
out his career " t hat balanced wit which enlivens and enlightens but
does not sting.

Even on his deathbed he joked , so t hat t hose stand

ing by were compelled t o laugh t hrough their tears. " 1 58
Hayden died at Journey ' s End, January 3 , 1 932 , at the age of
sixty-nine. 1 59 But t he Carruth lit erary t radition did not d ie with
him.

Hayden and Ett ie Carrut h were t he parents of six children, t wo

of whom--a son, M�rshall Wint ers, (1 904-190 7 ), and t he Carruth's only
daughter, Mary Leah (1 900-1 902) --died in early childhood of

pneumoni. a.· 160

But the four su...v-v iving youngsters- -undoubtedly

influenced by t heir fat her' s career--all became writP.rs e_nd/or
artists.

Oliver Edward was born at Lake Cit y , September 20, 188 5 ,

while Hayden was still publishing t he Estelline Bell.

"Ollie , " as he

was called , launched int o journalism as a report er on the Pough
keepsie Eagle, moved to .a report ing job on the Newborough Journal ,

w orked briefly on t he New York Call, and t hen j oined the staff of t he
Rochest er Herald.
15 7

Lat er he became an edit or and publisher with

Gorton Veeder Carruth, PP • 86- 87.

15 8 Harold B . Carruth, p. 98.

1 59 Gor t on Veeder Carrut h, p.
1 60

8 7.

Gorton Veeder Carruth, PP • 7 2 , 76.

International Labor News Serv i ce, Washingt on, D. C.
autho r of a syndicated seri es, "Famous Ghosts. "

Oliver also was

1 61

Gorton Veeder C arruth was born at Sioux Falls, Dakota
Territory , March 5 , 1888, just a few months before Hayden j oi ned the
Gorton began his journalisti c career

staff of t he New York Tribune.

as a reporter for the Tarrytown (New York) News, then went to the
Spri ngfield (Massachusett s) Republican.

In the meanti me he had begun

to wri- � e a 1 1· tt le for magazi. nes, hi. s firs
i. n 1 90 8 • 16 2
" t sa1 e occ urring
.

In 1919 Gorton joined the Waterbury (Connect icut) Republican, and it
was there that Hayden's fi rst grandchild and the one who bears his
name, was born , August 3 ,

1

921.

1

63

"I was al wa,ys told that when I was

bo_rn I was paid for wi th a check from the Post, " writes the y ounger
Gort on was edit or on the Republican until 1 935 when
. he was fi red ov er a dispute with
. her. 1 6 4 Two years 1 a ter h e
·
the publis
Hayden C arruth.

joined t he staff o f Radio Report s, Inc. , New York, eventually
becomi ng vice-president of that concern. Much of his poetry and

fiction was publi shed in Saturday Evening Post and other magazines and

p.

1 20.

161 Gorton Veeder C arruth , pp. 4 1 , 78; Harold B . C arruth ,
1

62 Gorton Veed er C arrut h, pp. 4 7, 7 8-7 9; Harold B. C arruth.

163 Harold B. C arruth, pp. 120, 131.
164

Hayden C arruth.
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newspapers prior to 194o .

Gorton also gave Hayden two more grand

sorts--Gorton Veeder, Junior, born in 1925; and Davi d Barrow, born a
year later. 165

Paul Hay den, the third Carruth son, was born at lake City,
November 30 , 1892, while Hayden was attempt ing to live and wr ite at
I.one Mound Farm. 166

Paul was an artist whose cartoons appeared in

Colliers, Saturday Ev ening Post, the old Life, Judge, and other
magazines.

His child, Jane Hayden, born June 2 4, 194o , apparently is

167
Fred Hayden's only granddaughter.

Max Irwin C arruth, born J{me 2 4, 1897 at Poughkeepsie, New
York, died in 1943 while serv ing with the Air Corp in World War II.
Earlier he had been employed by the art departments of the W.qterbnrv
R epublican and the Ne� York Times.

He also serv ed on the editorial

staff of Radio Reports, and contributed to various magazines and
newsp apers ; particularly the New York Sun. 168
"Distinguished American poet • • • prominent editor and

critic, " Hayden's first grandchild and the only one old enough to b e
ab le to remember him, is the contemporary Hayden Carruth. 169 He
165 Haro ld B. Carruth, p. 120 .
166

Gorton Veeder Carruth, p. 56; Harold B. Carruth, P • 121.

167 Harold B. Carruth.

168 Gorton Veeder Carruth, p. 62 ; Harold B. Carruth.

169 P rairie Press, ·in flyer and book jacket for Hayd en
C arr uth , Nort h Winter ( Iowa City: Prairie Press, 1964).
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began his career as editor of Poetry magazine in 1948 when he was
twenty-eight and a graduate student at the University of Chicago

wo rking toward a Master. of Arts degree . 170

In 1951 he became

associate editor with the Universit y of Chicago Press.

171

The

younger Hayden has been a free-lance writ er for nearly twenty years;
he has four v olumes of poetry t o his credit, a novel, and a study of
the work of Albert Camus done as a Fellow of t he Bollingen

1 2
Foundation. 7 He had an addit ional four books--two of his own
poetry and two anthologies--scheduled for printing in 1970. 173

His

po etic work No rth Wint er, published in 1 964 , met with a great deal
of critical acclaim.

Shortly after it was accepted for publication

by the Prairie Press , Iowa City, the fift y-seven sect ion poem was
submitted to t he Virginia Quart erly Review and won a unanimous first
place out of nearly five thousand manuscripts in the Emily Clark

B a1 ch competi· �� i· on. 17 4

Young Hayden's t �nure wit h Poetry magazine was complicated by

the v icious rhet orical battle which broke out when Ezra Pound--in

1 970 ) .

170

Prair ie Press; Hayden Carruth; Harold B. Carrut h, p. 131.

171

Harold B. C arruth.
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-Pr ai· r i· e press; Hayden Carruth (lett er to aut hor, May 26,
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17 4 Prairie Press.
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prison under accusation o f treason for his profascist b roadcasts
from Italy during World War II--was given the one thousand dollar
Bollingen Prize for Poetry.

The award aroused heated contro versy and

stimulated vigorous debate in newspapers and magazines in which
Poetry, undeT the pen of young Hayden Carruth, defended the award by
distinguishing between ' ' the poem as object" and the "poem as
communication. "

1 75

T he elder Hayden's career as an author and journalist was
ad.J:nittedly an influence - on his grandson's decision to write for his
livelihood:
I was his first gr andson, and a great favorite with him
you see; and he always tried in his way to become close to
· me, not just as a grandfather but as a kind of older buddy.
I r emember he WA.s v ery fond o f the comic st rip 'Mutt & Jeff, '
and when it stopped running in the New York_ papers • • • he
asked me to cut it out of our paper each day, and send the
strips to him once a week • • • I believe he paid me a
little something to do this, though I can't be sure • • •
He often wr ote me litt le notes or verses, and when he was
in England he sent many postcards. And I have a special
Morocco-bound edition of Track ' s End inscribed to me as his
namesake on my first Christmas, i n 1921 • • • I was only
a boy when he died. I rer:nember him as a twinkly old guy ,
full o f fun, and I remember being fascinated with his work
shop, the typewriter, the pens, the cabinets, etc. I
thought being a writ er must be a pretty good life. Since
I was named after him I suppose I felt a particul ar affinity
with him. Certainly I knew from a very early age (somewhere
17 5 Mott A History of American Magaz ines, 190 5-1930 ,
Volum e 5 ( Cam bridge: Belknap Press of Harv ar d Univ ersity Press,
1 968) , pp. 231-236.
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around five or six) that I was going to be a writ er, and
t hat for a person \·J i th my grandfat her and father there
really wasn't any cho ice. Not t hat I felt obliged to
please t hem. I just knew t hat writ ing was in my blood.
I began writing early, and my first acceptance was in
t he t ovm paper
when r was t en years old. I have been at
·
1· t ever since • • • 1 7 6
Carruth's Major Lit erary Accomplishments
Fred Hayden Carruth was t he aut hor of four books--two are
collections of short stories, or more aptly, "tall tales"; one is t he
fict ional narrat ive of a t rip by prairie schooner t hrough Nebraska
and Dakota; and the fourt h is wh�t could be called a romantic novel.
All were published b y Harper and Brothers, New York.
"Carrut h's creat ive imaginat ion was incessant ly busy; he talked
as he wrote

c o ri �bn, +. 7 y ent ert aining and stinmlating.

1 77

his stories came from his mind and not from experience. "

Most of
A wr y

humor and unbridled exaggerat ion mark his tales, but "unlike Bret

Hart e's and Mark Twain's famous stories in t hat t radi t ion t here is no
mor alizing, no striv ing for aest het ic elevat ion, and no social

· ism.
.
cr1.· t ic
"178

The young Hayden Carrut h--qualified b y his educat ional back

gro und and profes sio nal experienc e as a writ er and crit ic, in addition
to the fact that he was his first grandchild , his namesake, and a

17

6 Hayden Carruth (let ter to author, April 1 7,

1 7 7 Harold B . Carrut h, p. 98.

1 78 Harold B. Carrut h, p . 97.

1

970) .

fav orite with the old man--has an advantageous insight into his grand
father's character as an author:
• • • As for his own literary distinction , he was a rather
pathetic figu.re, I t hink--a writer who outlived his own
time • • • he knew that his own background and t alent did
not fit him for literature with a canital L. He was a
westerner. Hi s hero was Mark Twain,� who was both a good
writer and a popular highly-paid journalist • • • If he
had had a better education he might have had a broader
literary view and he might have seen the value of what the
new writers were doing • • • he always thought of people
like Pound, Eliot, Joyce, Stein, etc. as nuts • • • he
continued wr iting all his life in the somewhat genteel,
sentimental, 4wnorous vein of the 189() ' s, and when the
modern period began in the years before World War II, he
was left out • • • I don't believe my grandfather had any
real conception of writing as an art or as a wa:y of life
in the sense that we do today • • • it was something deeply
satisfying to do, from which one might earn a living if one
was lucky and tr ied hard enough. Much of the talk I
remember from my grandfather's house was not about the
literary merits of this or that piece b f wri t i ng but about
where it might be sold. He knew all the editors, studied
the market, he was actually a denizen of Grub Street all
his life. Yet within the limits of what he did, he wr ote
well • • • 17 9
The Adventures of Jones is a series of twenty short " tall
tales," told by an imagi nary Mr . Jones, "a nineteenth centu...7
Munchausen. 11 1 80

Each si tuation reveals an inventive fancy and an

unrestrained talent for creating the absurd.
is permeated with t he dr oll Carruth humor.
1 79

Hayden Carr uth.

Ev ery alleged "adv enture"

Typical of the far-fetched

18o Pub lisher ' s note, in Fred Hayden Carruth, The Adventures
of J ones ( New York: Barp er and Broth ers, 1895 ) , P • 1 .
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schemes related by Mr . Jones is thi s excerpt from "Farming in
Vermont: "
I hav e already told you of my experience in Vermont
raising Christmas trees. I sank the profits of this, as
you will remember, in my experiments at crossing the red
willow and the common whit e birch in an effort to produce
natural barber-poles . I grew some good poles, but I
found the plan too costly to be practical • • • the
181
Sheriff · close d me out and left me without a cent • • •
The most bizarre tale of all, however, unfolds in Dakota
Territory .

It is called " Rapid Rise of a Duck Grower. "

This is the

gist of the story:
• • • When I decided several years ago to engage in duck
culture I went to Dakota. I first called on the governor.
'Governqr, ' I said , 'for what is there the greatest demand
in your territory? ' 'English capitalists, ' he replied.
'I would gladly start a ranch to raise that sort of stork
if I could, ' I answere d; 'but you see how impossible it is.
For what practic al product i s there the heaviest d emand? '
'Ducks 7 ' replied the governo r; 'the:re :i s no t a duck i n the
territory . ' ' But they require water, ' I said. 'Irrigate
them, ' returned the executiv e • • • So I hinte d to the
governor. 'There's the Jim Riv er, ' I said to him; 'there's
a place fo r ducks to swim, ' 'Not deep enough, ' answered the
gov ernor. 'Well, the Missouri, then. ' 'Too thick. ' The
upshot of it was that I went down into Brule County, bought
some land, sent t o Illinois for five hundred prime live
ducks, and began boring an artesian well .
When my well was down 13omething like a thousand feet,
and still no sign of water, I became anxious, and spent
much of my time about the mouth of it. The ducks were also
becoming quite impat ient, and would cluster around the hole,
six inche s in diamete r, peer down it, and quac k in a
thirsty v oice which touc he d me deeply. One day while my
work.men were s harpening their drill I was leaning over the
hole� measuring its depth with a small c ord and weight, when
suddenly , with a terrific explosion and a roar which shook
the earth, a stream of water burst out of the hole and
shot one hundred feet into the air. Being directly over
181 Fred. Hayden Carruth, "Farming in Vermont, " The Adventures
o f Jones, p. 62.
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it, I was of course carried up, along with one duck. The
first thing I realized was of being tossed up and down on
top of the column of water, precisely as you will some
� imes see a small ball t1§ ssed up and down by the central
J et of a lawn fountain. 2
As the tale continues, the duck farmer is forced to remain
atop the column of water for six we eks, from October to e arly
December, until a cold snap arrives and freeze s the column of water
solid.

The story resume s the following summer:

• the ducks soon le arned to hop into the stream, ride
up, fly off, and repeat the performance. Thus they avoided
the work of swimming and turned the energy so saved to the
production of feathers and �ggs. There was a procession of
ducks going up t he column of water and fluttering off the
top all day long, as if it were a duck volcano. A corre
spondent of a New York pape r, a somewhat supe rficial
observer, conceived it (with slight help from me) to be
such i n reality , and se nt an intere sting disp� tch to hi s
sh eet, entitled :
great duck geyser!
Imme nse Vein of Natural Ducks Tappe d in Dakota
a discharge of 300 prime live fowls per minute
proposed pipe- line to tide-water
Pe ople ca.me from mile s to se e me in my odd position,
and I was an immense boon to local photographers. I also
write a serie s of articles for the T e rritorial Agri
culturist on 'The Artesian Well Outlook' and others on
' How the Farm May g ise in the World, ' and 'Up's and Down' s
of Duck Culture. •1 3
Hayde n's se cond book was T he Voyage of the Rattletrap,

Essentially it is a fictionalized chroni cle of a trip actually begun
182 Fred Hayde n Carruth, · "Rapid Ris e of a Duck Growe r, "
pp. 65-67.
18 3 Fred Hayd-en Carruth, pp. 7 0-71.
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in September 1886 b y H�yden and John Briar, who operated a c reamery
in Estelline, right after Hayden · sold the Estelline Bell .

Hayden had

wanted to "take a v ac atio n in a way that had b een in his mind for
some time--that is, by making a leisurely trip to the Blac k Hi lls . " 184
In the fic tional ac c ount of that vac ation trip, the Rattletrap is a
prairi e schooner in which two young men and a twelv e-year old b oy
trav el through Dakota and northern Nebraska, inc luding stops in the
Sand Hills and the Blac k Hills.

Inc idental information ab out pioneer

life in the 1880 ' s , such as descriptions of how to b uild a s od house
and how to twist hay fo� burning in a hay stove, lends an aire of
historic al interest to th e travelogue, and dashes of the
1 85
charac t eristic ally w-r y Carruth humor add spic e.

Jack, owner of a cheese fac tory; the narr ator, who had owned a
printing offic e where he printed a "small square newspaper, " and the
narrator's nephew, Ollie, begin their trip from the town of Prairie
Flower (Estelline, no doubt).

The narrator attempts to dispel

c onfusion on the part o f his readers b y explai ning that the "Rattle
trap, " as a "schooner" was not a "boat which sailed on the water."
• • • a water b oat wouldn't have been of any use to us in
getti ng out of Prairie Flower, bec ause th ere wasn't any
water there except a v ery small stream c alled the Big
184

York :

Gorton Veeder Carr uth, pp. 44-45.

185 Fred Hayden Carruth, The Voyage of the Rattletrap ( New
Harper and Brothers, 1 89 7 ) , PP • 38-46 .

Sioux River, which wandered along the prai rie, sometimes
running in one direction and sometimes in the other, and
at other times standing still and wonde ring if it was
worth while to run at all. The port o.f Prairie Flower
was in Dakot a. This was when Dakota was still a Territory,
three or four years, perhaps, before it was c ut into
halves and made into two States. So, there being no
water, we of course had to provide ourselves with a craft
that c ould navigate dry land whic h is preciselx what the
Rattletrap was--na..-nely, a ' prairie schooner. '1� 6
When the travele rs reac h the ferry crossing on the Missouri
River (the present site of Springfield) , Jack sums up his estimate
of the water:

"Boil it down a little, and give it a lower crust,

18
and I should think it wo.uld make a very good c ustard-pie. " 7

The trio go through Valentine, Nebraska, and up to Rushville.
"This was not far from the Pine Ridge Indian Agency and the p lace
c alled Wounded Knee , where the battle

1,ri

th · +h i=> Si01.Dc was fought three

_ or four years later. "
One Rushville Indian is described as "wearing bright I ndian
moc casins, a pair of soldier's trousers, a fashionable black coat, and
a c owboy hat. " An attitude about Indians, whic h, under c urrent
standards, probably would be regarded as rac ial stereotyping, seems to
reappear in Carruth's work.

Witness the following:

• • • The Indians were idling all ov e r town, big, lazy,
villaneous- looking fellows • • • often the y we re dressed
muc h as • • • desc ribed , though the ir clothes v aried a
good deal • • • the re were two points which they all had

186 Fred Hayden Carruth, P• 4.
187 Fred . Hayde n Carruth, p. 57.
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i n common, however--the y were all dirty, and all carried
bright, clean repeating ri fles. We wondered why they
nee ded the rifles, � � ne e the re was no game in the
nei ghborhood • • • 1��
When the travele rs reach the White River they camp on a flat
bend.

The narrator unwitt�ngly describes a scene which could well

have been written by a contemporary traveler and which i s apropos i n
relation to current e nvironmental problems-:
• • • It see med t o be a popular stopping-place , and there
were half a doze n othe r wagons in camp there . The number
of e mpty tin cans scattere d about on that pie ce of ground
must have run into the thou sands. But there had not bee n
a mile of road since we lef� Valenti ne ( Nebraska) whi ch
had not had from a dozen to several hundred cans scattered
along it, 1 �
by former 'movers. ' We had contributed our
share • • •

8�

A.l1d then, in a lighter ve in ,. the Carruth drol.1�ry :
'You can get eve ry arti cle of food in tin cans now, '
observed Jack one day , 'except my pancakes. I'm going to
start a pancake canne ry. I ' ll label my cans Jack's
Cele brate d Rattlet rap Pancakes--Warranted Free from
Injurious Substances. Open this End. Soak two wee ks
before using. • 190
Late r in the northe rn Black Hills the trio sees twe nty-one oxen
pulling te n- ton supply wagons up the Deadwood Trail, and they mee t the

De adwo od Treasure Coach bringing gold bricks from a mine near
188 Fre d Hay de n Carruth, pp. 123- 125.
18 9 Fre d Hayden Carruth, pp . 131- 132.
190

Fred Hayden Carruth, P • 132.
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Deadwood, armed by two guards, eac h with "a very short double
1 91

barreled shot-gun resting ac ross his lap. "

When the travelers reac h Deadwood, the narrator explains that
it was "the last point outward at whic h the Rattletrap expec t ed to
It was a larger town than Rapid City , and was wedged into a

touc h.

little gulch between t wo mountains • • •"

Before leaving the area

the three also visit Lead and the Homestake Mine and see California
Forty-Niners panning for gold in a nearby c reek .

1 92

When t he Rattletrap finally returns to Prairie Flower t he trip
has "been over a thousand miles in length, and had lasted for more
than two months. 11

1 93

Mr . Milo Busch and Other Worthies , Their Rec ollec tions, like
Hayden ' s first book , is a collection of t wenty stories in the
capric ious Carruth vein of frontie r humor.

The c haracters range from

schoolmarms to preac hers, and a favorite with Hayden seemed to be the
Swede or Norwegian serving as the butt of jokes, complete with
dialec t:

"Aye tank you fallers b ees trying to play some yokes on von

Swedeman

aye tank von Swedeman he have a leetle fort-a-yuly

heemself . "

1 94

1 9·1

Fred Hayden Carruth, pp. 1 75-1 76 .

1 92

Fred Hayden Carruth, pp. 1 78-1 80 .

1 93

Fred Hayden Carruth, p. 207.

1 94 Fred Hayden Carruth, MT. Milo Busch and Other Worthies ,
Their Recollec tio ns (New York: Harper and Brothers, 1 89 9 _) , p. 1 0 1 .
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The o pening sto ry o f this collectio n is one entitled,
"Goldstein's Equestrian Joke. "

After selling innumerable i tems common

to his trade, a fro ntier peddler decides to specialize in clothes
ho rses.

He happens to stop at a Norwegian settlement in central

Minneso ta arrd disco vers that a wedding is going to take place soo n.
The enterprising salesman goes to work, and every guest arrives at the
wedding with a "Chicago Imperato r Adjustable Clothes Horse" as his
gift.

Go ldstein clears o ut fo r Io wa, and at the close of the sto ry

is_ making guarded inquiries abo ut upco ming weddings. 195

Several o f the tales o bviously are drawn fro m Hayden's sto re
of newspaper experiences.

One fo r instance is about a young fello w

named Budstart who goes out to Running Ho rse. Dakota� in 1883 to start
a newspaper, the Running Ho rse Palladium.
its paper the Diana Prairie Blast.

The rival town is Diana,

In a fraud electio n in whic h b o th

towns are vying fo r co unty seat--a popular theme with Hayden-
B udstart is elec ted co roner--this is certainly reminiscent o f
Hayde n ' s Estelline experience$, too --and Diana beco mes the county
seat.

The fraud is implemented in this manner:

Diana uses names fro m

the Mo nt real, Canada, directo ry to stuff its ballo t bo xes, and
195
pp . 1-11.

Fred Hayden Carruth, "Goldstein's Equestrian Joke, "
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Running Horse uses names from a Lo uisv ille directory, but Montreal
. ' 196
is
. a bi. gger ci. t y, so D i. ana wins.
Another tale has typesetter Mark Wallis relating an incident
about T ucker's Gulch in the early days of gold excitement in the
Black Hills.
Prospector.
the business.

Mark worked for editor Henry McNabb on the Daily
Reuben Short, the printer, handled the fighting end of
It seems that capital W's and H's ran short quite

often--another detail Hayden borrowed from his Estelline Bell day s-
but one day the printer ran short of capital B' s.

A r eference about

a local ruffian, Bill Brower, came out in the paper this way :
' We noticed the genial bill brower, of Double Eagle Canyon,
in our midst yesterday. He is a whole-souled man, and will
stay a week. '
Brower, of cour se, read the piece and stormed up the stair s to
the second floor newspaper office, and said:
•See here you insec', what you using them there ornery
little b's fer �1en y ou mention a gentleman in this yere
shot -gun wad of yourn? '
McNabb kept on writing, and never looked up. 'We use
those because we didn't hav e any smaller ones, ' he replied,
ca�nly after a pause that seemed an eternity.
Reub, the b ig printer , then threw Brower down the stairs and
crune bac k "as if he'd been out to mail a letter. "
.
19 6 Fred Hayden Carruth, "Budstart's Peculi ar Electi. on, "
pp . 85 -9 5-
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' Do we need t o use cap B's for him? ' asked McNabb.
' It ain't necessar y ! ' answered Reub.
McNabb scratched off an item, and this is the way it
appeared the next morning: 'bill brower, of Double Eagle
Canyon, made us a pleasant call yesterday. bill brower
is one of nature's noblemen, a good neighbor, and jovial
companion. Drop in again, billy, when you have time to
make a longer stay • . 1� 7
Track's End, Hayden's fourth and final book, is a r omantic
novel typical of the American literary tradition precedented by James
Fenimore Cooper's Leatherstocking Tales.

There is no r edeeming

social discourse, . just a male protagonist, alone with a bag of hero
tactics at his disposal, triumphing his way single-handed through a
formidable string of harrowing adventures in an idyllic "western"
setting uncluttered by female interference • • • a per fect boy's
stor y .

-, nQ
• /

V

The title page describes Track's End as:
• • • the narrative of Judson Pitcher's strange winter
spent there as told by himself and edited by Hayden Carruth
including an ac curate account of his numerous adventures,
and the facts concerning his sev eral surprising escapes
from death now first printed in full, illustrated by
Clifford Carleton with a correct map of Track's End drawn
by the author. 199
19 7 Fred Hay den Carruth, "Journalism at Tucker's Gulch, "
pp. 1 51-·1 6 1 .
198 Leslie A. Fiedler , "Jmnes Fenim ore Cooper and the
Hist orical Romanc e " Lov e and Dea.th in the Ameri can Novel (New York:
Dell Publishing Co�pany, 196 0) , pp . 15() -208 ; "The Failure of
Sentiment and the Evasion of lov e, " pp .. 354-3 55 .

199 Fred Hayd �n Carr uth, Track's End (New Y ork:
Brothers, 1911).
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The bo ok is preluded with a " notice" to readers to write to
him, J udso n Pitcher, or to the publishers, if they have any questions
about the adventure or dispute any information.

The hero c ontinues by

explaining that the adventure did not cure his " roving bent" and that
his r.iost notable venture since then had been "when with the late Capt.
Nathan Archway, master o f the Belle of Prairie du Chien packet, we
descended into Frontenac Cave, and, there in the darkness • • •
disputed possession of that sub terranean region with no less a
ch�acter t han the notorious Issac Liverpool • • • "

The p iece is

signed "Juds_on Pitch er, Little Drum , Flamingo Key, July 1911. 11 200
The notice motivated a large correspondence, and Hayden
answered every letter personally .

Track' s End was for the most part a

product of Hayden ' s experience in Estelline, DaJ:(ota Territory.

In

answering readers' inq uiries he explained that the town of Track' s
End was "probably" Estelline in form, but that in the story the town
was located much more t o the north and west, not many miles east of

201
.
• R iver.
1'.1r ·
the r11ssour1

As the adventur e story opens, the hero explains that he was

eight ee n years old when he first began to shift for himself and
headed for Dakota Territory.

It was September 16 , i n the late eighteen-s eventies,
that I first c lapped eyes on Track ' s End, in the .
Territory of Dakot a. The name of the place has since
200

Fred Hayden C arruth.

2 01 Gorton Veeder Carruth, pp. 79-80.

bee n changed. I remember the date well, for on that
day the great Sisseton prairie fire burned up the town
of Lone Tree. 202
Track's End is located at the end of the railroad with Lo ne
Tree fifty miles east.

After the prairie fire the inhabitants of

I.o ne Tree all returned sixty miles east to Lac-qui-Parle.
The entire town o f T rack's End has been built since the rail
ro ad came thro ugh two months b efore Judson arrives.

Forty or fifty

buildings, mostly stores o r business places, on one long street
running north and south, co mprise the town, although there are a few,
·
203
but not many, o ther hous es scattered about beyond the street.
As winter closes in upon Track's End, the inhabitants, a few at
a time, withdraw to points further east to wait for spring.

On

December 17, the six people re maining in Track's End with Judson all
pull up stakes and leave with the last train.

Judson thus is left

alone at the hotel where he works--but for a cat (patterned after the
Carrut h's cat, Pawse y, at I.o ne Mo und Farm), a dog named Kaiser, some

cows, chickens, and a couple o f horses--to guard Track ' s End over the

wi. nter. 204

As the snow deepe ns, Judson digs tunnels to connect his

quarte rs in the hotel to those buildings which will affo rd him a look202

Fred Hayden C arruth, p. 2.

203

Fred Hayden Carru th, P • 4.

204

.
Fred Hayden Carruth, p. 9 ; Go rton Veed er Carr ut h, p. 59
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out on all sides of town, as well as to those which hold
provisi ons--the general store, the livery stable where he will get
feed for the ani mals, the stable behind the hotel where he will care
for hi s employer' s livestock, milk the cow, and collect eggs.
Duri ng the course of the winter Jud i s beseiged by wolves,
looti ng Indians, and a revenge-seeking outlaw and his band who attempt
to rob the bank.

But the hero kills the wolves, shoots a buffalo,

scares off the Indians, captures the outlaw leader, and finally
rescues the returning townfolk from starvation at a snowbound rail
road siding some miles east of Track's End.

Judson describes his first

maj or encounter this way:
• • • suddenly I saw Kaiser stop as another dog came around
They met , ther e 1..-ras a little tussle,
.c:: "Rut t i::> .
whi ch made the snow fly ; then I saw Kaiser coming back on
a faster run than he had gone out on, with t he other dog
close behind • • • I saw some other dogs come around the
Butte • • • On he came like a whirlwind. I opened the
door and stepped in. He bolted b etween my legs and half
knocked me over. I slammed the door shut against the other
dog ' s nose. The other dog, I saw, was a wolf • • • When I
stepped b ack I met the wolf face to face gazing in the
wi ndow, with his eyes . flaming and mouth a little open. He
was guant and hungry-looking. The rest of the B ack were
just coming up , howling as loud as they could. 2 5
"fi"'ri=> n r- h m � n '

Later when the looting Indians discover the whiskey i n
Fitsimmon's cellar, Jud has new cause for dread, "if a sober Indian is
bad, a drunken one is a thousand times worse.
2 0 5 Fred Hayden Carruth, PP • 60-61 .

I felt sure that they

would set the town on fire through accident ev en if they did not
intend to do so.

The fiendish howling constantly grew worse and was
206

soon almost as bad as that of the wolves ever was. "

Jud's ev entual solution is to frighten the Indians off by
making a jack-a -lantern from a pumpkin that has been stored f or the
winter, lighting it, and setting it in the cellar window.
Hayden regarded an essay written in 1922 , entitled, "South
Dakota: State Without End, " as the best short article he ever
20 7
wr9te.
It was published in The Nation magazine, January 24, 192 3,
as one of a series called "These United States. "

The series was

later published in E. H� Gruening's book by the same title.

A

section on t he prair ies was reprinted from the essay in Coursey's
anthology of South Dakot a literature.
In January 1 92 3, prior to publication of the article, Hayden
wrote to Doane Robinson, superintendent of the department of history
for South Dakota, in regard to the essay which would appear eight
days later.

The letter inclu�ed an ironic observ ation pertinent to

South Dakota reso urce development:
I ' m afraid I didn't do very well on the article,
especially from the point of view of the person living
in So uth Dako ta, but did the best I could • • • I
2 06

Fred Hayd en Car ruth, P • 95.
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Gort on Veeder Carruth, p. 84.
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decided not to say anything about the Sunday law or about
water power development , feeling that I r eally knew t c o
litt le about either sub ject. Very likely the voters knew
what they were doing in defeating the water power project,
but , generally speaking, it seems as if all water power
should be developed when ther e is anything waiting for
which it c an be used. I believe the old Missouri isn' t
any good for boats, so if it can be made to furnish
2 8
electricity, it looks as if it ought to be doing it • • • 0
Throughout the essay Hayden attempted to enumer ate those
characteristics,

r esour ces,

and qualities which lend South Dakota its

individuality, uniqueness, and justification for pride.

He was

especially awed by the prairies:
• • • all States have the regulation scenery. We have
the Prairie. We have it to a gr eater extent and in mor e
beauti ful guise than any other State. The Prairie,
level or gently rolling, is the ear th we inhabit brought
to its highest point of perfection ; it is the wor ld
ordered , ar r anged, settled ; the world �t peace ; the world
kind , thought ful, brooding ; the world passed beyond the
t r eachery of the sea , the clamor and savagery of the
mountains ; the ea r th with its other half , the sky, above
us and about ; the world open, frank, constant , giving man
t o look about him and to know his littleness or to exult
as a god ; the Prairie is the wor ld in its calm, ser ene,
beautiful old age, meditative , unllurr ied, unafraid ;
appr oac hing Nirvana. To know the Pr airie friendly-wise,
above all to :know it as mother, is to feel ' the exceeding
• Ever y spot on the Pr airie is
beauty of the earth'
a High Place whereon may be offered sacrifices to Truth
and Beauty . The Prairie is but the desert watered, and ,
as hath been said, ' The deser t is of God, and in the
desert no man can deny him. • 20 9
20 8 Fred Hayden Car ruth ( letter to Doane Robinson , J anua.ry 1 5,
1 923) , Court esy South Dako ta Historical Society , Pier r e.

209 Fred Hayden 0,a r ruth, "South Dakota :
The Nation, 1 1 6 : 3003 ( Januar y 1 923) , p. 88.

State Without End, 0

Hayden c ontinued his tribute to South Dakota with a lofty
revelation on the magnitude of the wind:
• • • The Prairie is static, the Wind dynamic . The prairie
nourishes thought--the Wind demands ac tion. The Wind of
the Prairie is a long , long Wind. It c omes not by fits and
starts, but as steadily as the sun moves across the sky ; it
is the eternal c almness of the prairie in motion. There
are no gusts, no pauses ; if you are without you c annot hide
from it ; you c an breast it, overc ome it , but you cannot
avoid it. And there is no sleep like that companioned by
strains 'rung by the running fingers of the Wind' . 2 10
Equally magnanimous was Hayden's aesthetic evaluation of sun
sets on the plains • • • " for they are beyond compare , a prairie sky
being the only c anvas adequate for this daily miracle, making it the
marriage of heaven and earth , c elebrated with a mighty harmony on
Nature ' s c olor-organ . "

21 1

The essayist c ontinued by admonishing man's indifferenc e to
his natural environment and attributed it to his zealous preoc c upation
and determination to settle the c ountry.

He felt that ev entually,

however, man would take heed of his surroundings:

"Certainly in time

the effec t will come, sinc e no man c an esc ape nature .

Our ' intimate

contac t with wind and sky ' must touch our physic al nature
" 21 2

first .

210

Fred Hayden Carruth.

21 1

Fred Hayden Carruth.
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And, here again, as in so many of his pieces , Hayden found
o ccasion to write about Indians , s till in an ethnically questionable
tone b ut topped o ff with a twist o f satire:
In the matter o f Indians, the statistical tables give
South Dakota third place • • • One wo nders where they keep
themselves. Still there are reservat ions, and there it is
fair to ass ume they s tay, except for neighbo rhoo d excursions.
In a newspaper printed close to one of these reservations
there appeared recently an account o f how Frank Running
Bear, Charles Kills First, and John Brown Wolf came to town
and sto le a--there, gentle reader--l'v e caught you! You ' ve
guessed that they sto le a Fo rd car. Yo u ' re wro ng! They had
a Fo rd car. T hey came to town in it. What they did, while
Jim Eddy, a ranchman , was getting a noonday s nack at the
hotel, was to s teal the engine out of his new Ford c ar,
transfer it to thei r own car, and 'lighting o ut across the
country like greased li ghting, ' as the local paper
expressed it . ' Sher i ff Bender, ' the paper adds, 'started
in hot pursuit i n his Pierce-Arrow. ' But can a Pierce
.Ar-row ov ertake a Fo rd where buffalo wallows and prairie dog
t o r...s abc1.L�d·?
1 1
-·,

T ;-l-, ; YL1<.

Ti n + /4

It will be seen fro m this that our Indians are also
b eco ming Americ ani zed--if an Indian may do so • • • The
sav age has a most c ontemptible habit of taking a hint.
Especially when, after hav ing been shot at by a flo ck of
Chr istians , he finds ano ther flock anxio us to s ell him arms
with which to shoot back. Showing, it must be c§ nfessed, a
sporting spirit on the part of the Christians. 21
It appears that Hayden� s approach to the subject o f ethnic
groups in general was prej udicial.

Witness the following excerpt

fro m The AdveEtures o f ,Jones :

I went down into t he Black Belt sho rtly after the war,
when it was a goo d deal b lacker than it is no w .
21 3

Fred Hayden Carruth, P • 89.
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The niggers • • • were so thic k that they ac tually
darkened the landsc ape . The whole region was gloomy
with Afric a. It seemed 1i ke a partial ec lipse of the
sun all the while • • • 214
Hayden's grandson c onfirms this suspic ion of ethnic bias in
regard to the South Dako ta essay when he says that it c ontained
remarks "about rec ent immigrants that would not be c onsidered c ricket
2
today. " 15 He probably refers to the desc ription of Sc andinavians

"who seem to liquefy at suc h a low temperature in the melting-pot. 1121 6
Another point about whic h Hayden often expressed sentiment was
his regret that Dakota Territory had been divided into two states,
and "given names whic h, when their handles are c onsidered, are not
impressive. " He used the "State Without End" essay as a sounding
boa rd for rec ollec tion of the c ontrov ersy · and defense of his stand:
Some of us, c ontrary-minded c hildren of the Opposit ion,
thought the Terri tory should bec ome one State, and c alled
by its own truly beautiful name of Dakota • • • it would
be the sec ond in size in the Union, surpassed only by
Texas, a grand , imperial State, striking terror into the
other States. We ac c used the two-staters of being a
hungry generation, anxious to make more offic es. They
c alled us imprac tic al visionaries, unmindful of the need
i n the Senate of four more members of the True Party ;
finally they threw us out. But after upward of forty
years outside the hall on the side walk I still say I
t hi nk we were right.
214 Fred Hayden C arruth, "From Lookout Lake to the Missouri
River, " The Adv entures of Jones, P • 33 215

Hayden Carrut h.

E'red Hayden Carru th, "South Dakota:
The Natio n, p. 8 9 .
21 6

State Without End , "
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And yet--if they hadn' t! Dakota might hav e been a
turbulent, a strong, a virile State, a leader, a maker of
movements, a State to shatter precedents, a State of
destiny. But is it . not well that one, just one, of These
United States should keep, should be, the spirit of the
great plains--unending, unchan� ing , calm? South
Dakota • • • the prairie • • • 17
Fred Hayden Carruth's grandson has summed up his name sake as
"a better than average writer of the post-Twain frontier generation
in America, " and has observed that although his best work, b y
quirk o f fate, was prevented "from getting the circulation it

.
. humor. " 2 1 8
his
deserved , it is still good work, especially
217

Fred Hayden Carruth, p. 90.

218 Hayden Carruth (letter to author, March 13, 197 0 ).
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CHAPrER IV

SUMMARY AND CONC LUSIONS AND SUGGESTIONS FOR FURTHER STUDY
Summary and C onc lusions
The pri mary ob jective of this stuqy was to obtain information
about Fred Hayden Carruth during the period of his lifetime 1 862- 1 93 2 .
The c hronologic al ac tivity of Carruth as a journalist and author has
formed the guideline for the study ; there has been no nec essity to
prove an hypothesis.
The researc h was c arried out by examining books , magazines ,
private papers , newsc lippings, literature·, and newspaper mic rofilms ,
and by personal c orrespondenc e.
It was determined that C arruth's suc c ess as a humorist on the
two weekly papers whic h he established in Estelline and Sioux Falls ,
Dakota Territory , in

1 883 and 1 887, was probably the fac tor which

placed his talent at the demand of editors and publishers ac ross the
nation , and put Estelline on the map , so to speak. Hayden
"capitalized on the reputation he made through the Estelline Bell and
the Dakota Bell by going to New York and getting a j ob as editorial
writer on the New York Tribune , the foremost paper in the c ountry . "
Although his Dakota Territory experienc e lasted only five years ,
it provided Hayden a ric h cac he of memories , experienc es , and
historical detail from which to draw the innumerable witty sketc hes ,

short stories, essays, poems, and editorials, which followed his
byline in the nation's leading periodicals for over forty years.
Hayden's first four years in New York ( 1 888- 1892) as a writer
of humorous editorials for the New York Tribune, afforded him an
opportunity to make connecti ons and acquaintances which would benefit
him throughout his career.

His work appeared in at least nineteen

different magazines between 1886 and 193 2 including the New York
Tribune, the .Chicago Tribune, Texas Siftings, Tid-Bits, the Century
Magazine, Harper's Magazine, Harper's Weekly, the Youth's Companion,
Youth and Home, Farm and Fireside , Lippincott• s, Redbook,
Cosmopolitan, Smart Set, The Journalist, The Theater, Saturday Ev ening
Post, the Woman ' s Ho me Companion, and The Nation.
During the decade 1895-190 5 Hayden attempted to make it on his
own as a free- lance writer, an effort which, coupled with the fact that
he was prone to illness of an undisclosed nature, subjected the
Carruths to - prolonged financial strain.

The family moved frequently-

at least eighteen times between 1 888 and 1 924--their longest residence
in one place bei ng nine years, until they moved into their final home,
Journey's End, in 1924.

The moves often were made to take advantage of

cheaper rent, and "li ke most people who migrated from the farm to the
city , Hayden was never happy in any of the places where he liv ed.

He

tried to get as far from the city as he could, but he was always tied
to it for his living. "

In 1-892 Hayden moved his family to their Lo ne

Mound Farm near Lake City in his belov ed Minnesota countryside, but
his attempt to liv e and write there was abandoned after two years,
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partly because of the distractions involved with farming on the side
and partly because he was too far from the writers' market.
Financial insec urity plagued Hayden most of his life.

He ·

dropped out of the University of Minnesota in 1882 and went to work
full-time for the Saturday Spectator (Minneapolis) because o f lack of
funds.

He s old the Estelline Bell (Estelline) because he was not

making enough money.

He abandoned the Dakota Bell (Sioux Falls)

because it lacked sufficient monetary support.

His tenure with Youth

and Home (New York) ended when the magazine folded after four issues,
again because the new weekly was devoid of adequate financial backing.
Hayden had a part-time job in 1900 with Harper' s Magazine (New York)
as editor of " The Editor's Drawer, " but he dropped the j ob after a
year because he felt the pay was not sufficient for the work.
Hayden's financial aspect was bolstered, however, b y the
pub lication of four books, all by Harper and B�others, New York.

T he

Adventures of Jones ( 1895 ) and Mr. Milo Busch and Other Worthies
( 1899) were collections of short stories.

The Voyage of the Rattle

trap (1897) was a fictionalized chronicle of a trip by prairie
sc hooner through Nebraska and Dakota, and Track ' s End (1911) was an
adventure novel set in a frontier town modeled after Estelline, Dakota
Territory.

The four b ooks totalled j ust under thi rty thousand sales.

T rack's End has since been pub lished in paperback by Signet Books as
an American classic.

This book and The Voyage of the Rattletrap had

. magnetizing appeal as boys' sto ries.
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Most of Hayde n's stories re flec t the regional flavor of the
Great Plains during te rritorial days in re lation to subj e ct and
setting, but he apparently made no attempt to re fine the ele me nts of
literary craftsmanship that evolve, for example, into " local colour"
as e vident in the work of " regionalists" such as Hamlin Garland,
Willa Cathe r, Harte Crane.

The stories reve al no depth of characte r

ization, no distinctive detail of setting, no expression of social
insight or pe rtinence.

For the most part, his stories app e ar simply

to narrate humorous, often times capricious, incidents, usually in the
absurd, exaggerate d form of the " tall tale, " making them reminiscent,
in many respects of Mark Twain, who Hayden greatly admired.

Hayden's

best asset as a story telle r probably was his abi·lity to harness
dialogue and dialect- -the only hints of regionalism--in relating the
fruits o f his liv ely imagination and droll wit.
An - essay, "South Dakota:

State Without End, " is the single

short piece· of literature for which Hayden is best

knovm .

It was

published in The Nation magazine in 1923 as one of a se ries called
"These Unit e d States . "

The essay was late r incorporated into E. H.

Gruening's book by the same title .

Hayde n used the article to laud

those qualities of individuality and uniqueness of which he e ntreated
South Dako ta's citizens to be proud.

The epitome of Hayden' s care er as a j ou rnalist and author was

his association with the Woman ' s Home Companion during the last
twenty-seven ye ars of his . life.

He served the first ten ye ars as the

magazine ' s literary e ditor, " the man whose work and whose pleasur e it
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is to bring exceptional fiction into the Companion's office, " at a
time when the quality of a magazine's fiction determined its success.
The Companion had observed as early as 1882 "that magazine is liked
. best which has the best short stories. "

Hayden read nearly one

hundred thousand short stories and serials, only about six hundred
of which were accepted for the Companion's pages.
"Postscript, " a final page in the Woman's Home Companion, where
"in popular columnist fashion he commented upon the contents of the
magazine; rallied authors and artists upon their errors, foibles, and
affectations, and commented wittily upon the spirit of the age, "
formed the focal point of Hayden's fame i n later years. More readers'
letters referred to this Companion feature than to any o ther sub j @c t :
Hayden began "Postscript" in 1915 and wrote the last column a few
days before his death, January 3, 1932.
"He had begun li fe as a country editor, " said a colleague of
Hayden Carruth' s on the Woman's Home Companion, "and he brought over
into this national magazine the best qualities of local journalism-
alert observati on, s hrewdness, humor, crisp prose style without
affectation, candor wi thout mali ce, and a sympathetic interest in
ev erything and ev erybody. "
Suggesti ons for Further Study
This study has scarmed the broad spectrum of Fred Hayden
Car ruth ' s lifeti me wi th par tic ular emphasis on 1) those activ iti es
and li t.era.ry achievements whic h reflect hi s Dakota Territory

experience, and 2) on his longer and best -known creative accomplish
ments.

No attempt has been made, however, to analyze individually

Hayden's humorous editorials, poetry , short sto ries, or miscellaneous
contributions.
examination.

These areas--totally uncharted--are ripe for
The C arruth Papers, including original notes,

manuscripts, pri�ter's proofs, letters , c lippings, scrapbooks, and
sundry items, are boxed and in the custody of the Manuscript Div ision
of the New York Public Library.

An ample area for analysis:

the

evolution of the local journalist to a role in American literary
tradition.
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APPENDIX
"THE PRAIRIE CHICKEN, " REPRINTED FROM THE ESTELLINE BELL
IN THE NORTHWEST MAGAZINE , 4 : 7 ( JUNE 1886)
During this season of the year the prairie chicken is
engaged in looking the ground over and chanting her low,
captivating melody before breakfast. As soon as the
weather will permit, she will withdraw from the whirl o f
social life and lay seventeen ashes-of-gum-shoe colored
eggs in a nest in the grass. Seldom waiting to be asked
she then takes her seat and for the space of three almanac
weeks seems to be lost in meditation.
Probably one of the most pleasing sights in nature is
a female prairie hen thus buried in thought and speculating
as to how she will probably feel after waiting three weeks
for breakfast.
August 1 5th the local paper announces in its first
edit orial that :: prai ri e chickeno are now . r .i.pe. !! The
prairie chicken is now much wilder than before. As soon
as the sixty-dollar b ird dog sits down violently on the
short and stunted rose bush the chicken flies up. The
experienced hunter at this point shoots and brings down
the bird. The one who isn't quite so heavily charged
with experience blazes away an.d kills the dog.
Prairie chicken properly cooked is much sought after by
the epicure. Also by the man who is t hundering hungry.
As a humble representative of the latter class we have
freq uently over powe red him and satisfactory quantities of
cooked prairie chicken with the best of results. But
there are drawbacks even t o prairie chicken mastication.
There is bi rd sho t , which it brings onto the table copious
about it s person. When coming down onto ( ? ) of prairie
chicken sparerib with both ( ? ) figuratively speaking, it
is very unc o mfortable to have shot sho ve a tooth into y our
jawbone ab out ( ? ) and a half. After a protracted
engagement with roast prairie chic ken seasoned with No. 6
shot we have had our teeth bec ome so overloaded with lead
that our under jaw has hung down like an old sole ripped
o ff clear back to the heel.

"QUIRPS OF TWENTY YEARS AGO WHICH CCNVULSED THE DAKOTANS OF
THAT DAY , " REPRINTED FROM THE ESTELLINE BELL IN
THE DAKOTAN , VOLUME 5 ( JANUARY , FEBRUARY , MARCH 1903)
As we go to press capitals for Dakota are quoted quiet
and in poor demand, with a prospect o f still further falling
off. Leading manufacturers of this line of goods attribute
the bad market to over production.
Huron , Mitchell and Redfield are very much exercised at
present , fearing that Pierre will get the capital. Rather
than that they prefer that the capital should r e main at
Bismarck. The unanimity of Dakota towns is wonderful.
Dakota ' s capital is at last all in one place--Bismarck-
the last vestige of official pomp and power having departed
from Yankton with Secretary Teller.
The solemn northwest wind sti ll soughs sadly through the
dry sage brush and toys with the untamed jack rabbit on the
capito l square at Pierre , and sti ll the long expected state
house does not heave in sight over the bleak hills on its
way from Bisma.rck--but why weep? We don' t · own any lots in
Pierre.
The legi slator was a happy subject for the exposition of
his wit , as witness the following hits:
It is rumored that Governor Pierce will resign and engage
in cattle rai sing. He says since the legislature adjourned
he wants about 2 , 500 Texas steers around him to make it seem
natural.
The returned legislato r , who allows a blue chip to roll
out of his pocket, will have a hard time making his wife
believe that it is a sort of reward of merit badge he got
at--Sunday school.
A Mitchell woman wants to know if she can get a divorce
solely upon the grounds that her husband was a member of the
late legi slature. We don't see how an i mpartial court can
refuse her a separation with alimony and the c ustody of the
children.
Mr. Brodie has introduced a bill in the council • to
pro tect t he passage o f fish in the Jim river. ' Great Scott !
If the Jim isn' t navigable for fish let them get out on the
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prairie and walk. We are opposed to paying taxes for dredg
ing the stre��. It would be cheape r to import fish of
lighter draft.

.. .

With the regular spring advent of the tenderfoot it
might not be out of place to give hi m a few pointers so he
will carry hi ms elf like a native.
In the first place, one of t he most important things that
he should observe if he would be suc cessful in Dakota, is
never to try to run down a jackrabbit. _ The jackrabbit of
our prairie s was never intended to be caught. You may try,
of course, but it never pays in the long run. In fact the re
is just where the trouble lies--in the long run. The run is
alt ogether too long. You may be a runner; you may have come
from a family of runners; it may be you are young; in the
morning of your life --say about 7 : 20 a. m. of t he morning of
your existence --but you can ' t catch the jackrabbit. The
jackrabbit runs for his living. He takes a turn across a
couple of countie s for breakfast and lope s down into Nebraska
for dinner. Besides it is not c onsidered good taste by old
settlers. Gov ernor Zie bach or Editor Bowen nev er ch 8 8P.n t.h �
j ac krabbit fo� amuseme nt.
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"MIDNIGHT V IS ITORS , " REPRINTED FROM THE DAKOTA BELL IN
THE WI-IYOHI, 21 : 8 ( NOVEMBER 1 , 1 967)
It is not o ur intention to criticize too severely little ·
loc al matters that may disturb us. We do not wish t o c arp .
Carp is a word we never used before , but we have looked up
this definition, and it appears to express our meaning .
Now, let no one accuse us o f being _ a carper. We wo uldn ' t
be c aught c arping even if we knew it would boom the
circulation, but we cannot help referring to the cow question .
The cow is quite numerous in Sioux Falls. Every family
appears to hav e o ne or more. There seems to be but few
blooded cows amcng them. Nearly all are o f long, spectral
breed, with a procession o f ribs on either side like a
picket fence. If some o f them would get up on their hind
legs and put on a plug hat, they couldn't walk under the
telegraph wires. As we said before, we are not in the
habit of going o ut in front of the hou.s e and standing aro und
carping. But , we feel we must say a word on the habit the
c ows o f Sioux �·alls have o f wandering c1.round in the night
and calling on prominent citizens. To have a long hollow
chested milch c o w introduce her head into our bedroo m window
at two o'clock in the morning, and attempt to converse with
us in a low, anxious to ne is far from pleasant. And when
she crooks her nec k around and grasps the corner o f the bed
spread and pulls the whole thing out the windo w and then
goes and sits down in the flower bed and calmy chews up the
spread, it is calculated to make a person use harsh
language.
The cows o f the first ward hold a convention in o ur front
yard every night at 1 :00 a.m. All tax paying cows invited
to attend. Vi,Si ting cows made welcome. The meeting is
usually largely given up to a musical pro gram. The leader
is a large, c rushed strawberry co lored cow, with a voice
that has settled down in the lo wer part o f her lungs. Hers
was always a b ass voice, but imprudent exposure to night air
had rendered it the lowest voice you ever heard. It so unds
like it came up o ut o f the center o f the earth somewhere.
The highest no t e her vo ice ever reaches, is one the reader,
who cares to loo k the matter up and glance at a piece o f
sheet music, will notice is hanging down below the base
staff like a dark, wet soc k o n a wire clo thes line • • •
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Fiction to F!apJacks
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The Serial Keeps On

F COURSE th� ..-rial, •-ith it1 comm.,.
filled tit)t;l, got'!& on. Serio.la atway,s do
ro on oo,•e, they get &1a.rt<t"<l, thoua:h on
on� occaeiou. a �ood many Jt'llfl ago. the onl)r
copy of nn instullmentor a M"rie.l wu )oat and it
lo-)ked Ic,r c,nc terrible dt1y aM if tha.t one 11,·un't
£Oing :,m . \\·� heli�,·e an office boy, instead of
r,o�ting jt, had taken it home to read. lte wu
tht" 6.ame ho)· wl1f.), havill« ho.d a bit of a. n,i&
und•rstanding "'·ith bi• !other, brought hio
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�,rt. \\'t1a! a bie.autiful f"X!\mµle they set for
t11<'ir ehildreu. the three 00)'8, little .4 .• B., aDd
C.. find tl,o three dumnio,: litUe gim, X., Y.,
N1<I Z.
The •tt:,ry a;&OM on, tllouah we ..-isb tlie aa�
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cp a.od the other foot down. And rou)d Chari.!'1
mot.her have re.membered ahout the •· early
<la.v i " of immi.grution through Castlt: G&rden1
Her grandmc,Lher, mon, like; the 6,b la\'e had
ptJAS�ion of it for &0methlna: like t hi.rty y-ean.
But all of t.he,;e things are quite unimportaJlt
-the 6ttlry g00'8 on. and ia intue:niog, UJd
hri!l.£'.! new compJicntiona; and ne,ir complica,
ticn'!, are the m».in thin& in any atory. Only
ooe more insta.ll:ne:ot. in 1rhich to cle.a.r them up.
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charu�d a !ot vf m�:i.ls ju�i wi r-.!r. LC\\15
r
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pr��:h%'t
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nc-,u month. Co,-n muffin� h:1' e a nc," name.
If you w;, nt our i<:ed tea ::i.t diunt"r yt,u may
ha,·e it. \\'hat i� the dif!rre-ncc hctw�o h:1\.ed
potatoes aJl(J JJla1n ha.kcd porn.tot-s? Ma)' be t..be
cyeti of the pl�iu r.otat•>e� are no1. � xood- I �
one of the blo:-te'i the herut.oe: has . ti-liken eye§.
The frCbhmen in th<'. local colle,;?:e dii;.c;J� them
in "awed wbU5peni. ' " Y.'eU. weH! Oki }'OU ever
l
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Greenland to India

ISS CA DES has joined Mr. Collins u
ao expert on Polar conditions. She
6&ya thet. a.round the �onh Pole you
don't tK"e the bUU '"oft.en eoouz,b to a:fre ).-OU
ennui. .. You &e0 it in the &Umtnt-r for only
t�•<'c t.r-four houn a day for six month!. Thu
11,·ould give aome folks eo.oui. "-e always
thought the queer loolr;: of the Eskimos <"&me
from too much fa;. meat, but maybe it's a lac-k
of sun,.hin� iii the summer. "'Tut. tut, .. sa)¥1
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WOMAN'S HOME COMPANION
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co�!�in� i�����t�tl�- �!:
v. ritrng th(> same thins eome t,·,oty�5 ,·e Y!an
from now. T"·o adjoining ge-oer.itioru <':lD differ
onh- ulmo:>t impcr<'epliLi_r . to �n :.it�c·i ....at ;:�D·
tlc-•riian Jw1fcly up a lree all �,•nc·r:ltioru took
about rJike. 'fhc '\l"Orld is old-old. and mo,-e-s
�lotdy�lowly. EvcD the late n ar �-.u o�)- a
ripple. a fluttcrin& of a le�r. the rry of. a ru&,ht
hfrd pus.sio;:. St. Bernard of C!uny NJd;
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"The world ia
e.il:
a
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The Judro la a\ the ,:ate."
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